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ABSTRACT
Although it is a sustainable source and there is abundant potential for energy, cost of
energy generated from offshore wind is still high compared to other sustainable energy
sources. Apart from the manufacturing cost of turbines, cost of energy is significantly affected
by costs of transportation and installation operations of wind turbines and maintenance
operations of turbine components. Through optimum selection of decision variables, such as
turbine installation method and rated power output of each turbine, cost of transportation and
installation operations can be minimized. The first model in this study investigates the impact
of these decision variables and effect of learning on cost of transportation and installation and
identifies optimal combination of these variables that minimize the total cost. Once the
offshore wind farm becomes operational, maintenance cost of the turbines becomes the most
significant contributor to the cost of energy. The second model developed in this study put
forward a maintenance cost model following multi-level opportunistic preventive maintenance
strategy. In this strategy, opportunity for performing preventive actions on components is taken
while a failed component is replaced. Total cost associated with maintenance operations
depends on the setting of age groups that determine which component should be preventively
maintained and to what level of maintenance. Through optimum selection of the number of age
groups, cost of maintenance can be minimized. The methodologies for finding optimal
solutions for both models are provided, numerical study is performed and sensitivity analyses
are presented to illustrate the benefits of the models.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the face of growing price of fossil fuels and ever increasing demand of energy,
renewable energy sources have been received a great deal of attention as a viable alternative to
the traditional energy sources. Abundance and nature friendliness make renewable energy
sources attractive and undoubtedly these sources would be the primary source of energy in the
future.
Harnessing energy from wind flow is one of the most ancient feats of mankind. Wind
energy has been considered as one of the most efficient clean energy source. From the
beginning of the 1980s, generating electric power from wind energy started first at small levels,
and since then there have been many improvements in design of wind turbines and installation
methods to make wind farms a great source of sustainable energy. In many countries, land
based wind farms have been installed and they are connected to electric grid lines. At the
beginning of the 1990s, striving for harnessing offshore wind energy and translating it to
electric energy began. The first few offshore farms were developed in a small scale, with
capacities ranging around 30-50 megawatts. Later on, installation of large offshore farms with
capacities around 100 megawatts started in an effort to utilize economies of scale. Although
energy generation system from offshore wind is still considered as an emerging field, it is
attracting more attention due to the abundance of offshore space and wind potential, and also
due to the fact that offshore wind farms are, unlike onshore farms located far away from human
habitat to cause noise and aesthetic annoyance. There is a significant growth in installed
offshore wind power capacity worldwide as shown in Figure 1.1.
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Source: Navigant Consulting, Inc (2013)

Figure 1.1 - Worldwide offshore wind energy capacity growths
So far, almost all the offshore wind farms are installed in Europe. European countries like
UK, Germany, Netherlands and others have set target to achieve a great percentage of their
total energy demands from offshore wind. In these countries, large (~500 MW) offshore wind
farms have been installed and operating and many more are on the way of becoming
operational. A few offshore wind farms have been installed in China and Japan. In United
States, so far no offshore facility has been constructed; but one project has been approved and
two others are waiting to be approved. It is projected that in the coming years, many offshore
wind farms would be installed in various regions of the world including North America, South
America and Asia Pacific regions. Several offshore wind farms are currently in the
development phase and they would be operational in the coming years. In Figure 1.2 the
projected growth of offshore wind energy in various regions of the world is shown. Europe is
predicted to be at the leading of the offshore wind energy sector, but North America will soon
join the race.
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Source: Navigant Consulting, Inc (2013)

Figure 1.2 - Projected growth of offshore wind energy capacity
Due to the fact that offshore wind energy is going to meet a great portion of total energy
demand in future, there is a keen interest for detail analyses in various areas like capital cost
structure, energy output, structural issues, supply network, maintenance, installation,
transportation, and other issues pertaining to offshore wind facility. The goal of these studies is
to make offshore wind energy efficient so that cost of energy remains the minimum. Energy
generated from offshore wind is yet to be considered as the cheapest form of energy available.
Although offshore wind farm sites ensures better wind potential, energy generated from
offshore wind costs more than that from onshore wind. According to Navigant Consulting, Inc.
(2013), Considering the whole lifetime of a wind farm, the existing levelized cost (average) of
energy from offshore wind ranges between $200 to 250 per Megawatt-hour (MWh), whereas
for onshore wind it varies on the range of $100-130/MWh. Because of the community
disapproval for land-based wind farms, the wind energy undertaking offshore is still a viable
option for constant wind potential and environment friendly area, for which reason the
3

enterprises are search for better methods to minimize the offshore wind farm cost.. Figure 1.3
shows the life cycle cost breakdown for an offshore wind farm.

Source: Navigant Consulting, Inc (2013)

Figure 1.3 - Life cycle cost breakdown of an offshore wind farm
In Figure 1.3, various cost segments of levelized cost of energy and their relative
contributions are shown. Several of these costs are incurred as the capital costs during the
development phase of the wind farm, for example, turbine cost, foundation cost, installation
cost etc. Operations and maintenance cost and other variable costs incur throughout the
operational lifetime of the wind farm. In Figure 1.4, the breakdown of capital cost of offshore
wind farm is shown. High cost of energy from offshore wind can be attributed to two most cost
incurring aspects of offshore wind energy, e.g., cost of installation of the wind energy facility
and cost of maintenance.
4

Source: Navigant Consulting, Inc (2013)

Figure 1.4 - Capital cost breakdown for an offshore wind farm
It is observed from Figure 1.4 that turbine and foundation are the most significant cost
incurring elements. These costs depend on design, materials, manufacturing processes etc.
Apart from these costs, installation operations costs make up a significant portion (19%) of the
total capital cost. Installation operations involve transportation and installation of turbine
components, foundation components and electric cables. According to Kaiser and Snyder
(2010), turbine transportation and installation costs make up almost 30% of total installation
costs. In other words, wind turbine transportation and installation contributes almost 5% of
total capital costs. In table 1.1 total capital costs and turbine installation cost for various
offshore wind farms are shown.
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Table 1.1 - Modified total capital cost and turbine installation cost for wind farms in Europe*

Wind farm

Wind
farm
capacity
(MW)

Number
of
turbines

Capital cost
per turbine
($ Million)

Total Turbine
installation
cost
($ Million)

Installation
cost per
turbine
($)

Total capital
cost
($ Million)

60

12

9.52

17

1,441,667

346

Bard I

400

80

8.00

97

1,211,875

1,939

Barrow

90

30

2.27

10

343,333

206

165

55

5.10

43

772,727

850

90

25

3.30

13

500,000

250

Global Tech I

400

80

6.86

83

1,038,750

1,662

Greater Gabbard

504

140

5.15

109

780,000

2,184

Gunfleet Sands

172

52

4.59

36

695,192

723

Horns Rev

160

80

1.59

19

240,625

385

Horns Rev II

209

91

2.62

36

397,253

723

Kentish Flats

90

30

1.94

9

293,333

176

Lillgrund

110

48

1.90

14

288,542

277

Lincs

270

75

5.36

61

812,000

1,218

London Array

630

175

5.75

152

870,571

3,047

Lynn/Inner Downsing

194

54

3.08

25

466,667

504

60

30

1.51

7

228,333

137

Nysted

165

162

0.70

17

106,790

346

OWEZ

108

36

2.76

15

418,056

301

Princess Amalia

120

60

2.92

27

441,667

530

Rhyl Flats

90

25

4.21

16

638,000

319

Robin Rigg

180

60

3.20

29

484,167

581

Rodsand II

207

90

2.03

28

307,778

554

Sheringham Shoal

317

88

6.32

84

956,818

1,684

Thanet

300

100

4.32

66

655,000

1,310

Walney

367

100

5.33

81

808,000

1,616

Alpha Ventus

Belwind 1
Burbo Bank

North Hoyle

* Converted to dollars from Euros and other currency given in Kaiser & Snyder (2010)*
From Table 1.1 it is observed that depending on the wind farm capacity and number of
wind turbines, capital costs vary from $200 million to $2 billion. Turbine transportation and
6

installation is taken as 5% of the total capital costs and can be as high as $1.5 million per
turbine. Due to the magnitude of transportation and installation cost, even a small process
improvement can lead to the savings of million dollars.
Maintenance cost is incurred throughout the operational lifetime of a wind farm.
Maintenance strategy and policy controls the cost to a great extent. Besides that, number of
turbines in the farm, number of components in each turbine, failure distributions of the
components and cost parameters affect cost of maintenance. According to GWEC (2012),
turbine maintenance cost make up almost 25% of the levelized cost of energy. Maintenance
cost of an offshore wind farm consisting of 50 turbines can be as high as $4 million per year
[Ding and Tian (2010)]. So, a reduction in maintenance cost results in economical energy
generation.
The present study would try to identify economical ways of energy generation from
offshore wind through investigation of two aspects of offshore wind farms, turbine
transportation and installation, and turbine maintenance. In order to do that, previous studies on
offshore wind energy are reviewed and analyzed as outlined in the next section.

1.1 Literature review
This section briefly summarizes the previous studies concerning offshore wind energy.
This review is done in two sub sections. The first sub section provides a review on studies in
offshore wind energy facility development and the latter one gives a background on studies
related to maintenance of offshore wind facilities.

7

1.1.1 Offshore wind energy facility development and installation
Very few studies have been conducted pertaining to offshore wind energy facility
development and installation of wind farm. In these studies, different models have developed,
which covered diverse problems concerning offshore wind energy, i.e. development potential
for wind farm, cost of installation, effect of design of the wind farm and learning effect on cost
etc. Menz and Vachon (2006) proposed a model for wind energy development index. They
suggested that, development of a wind farm in an area not only depends on the wind potential,
but also on the different energy policies effective in that area. Their model took wind potential
index as the output and various financial incentives granted by governments in a particular
region as the variables of concern. From their model, it is suggested that, mandatory policies set
by the authorities lead to increasing wind power development whereas voluntary choices and
financial incentives fail to stimulate the development. Their model only considered incentives
granted for setting energy prices and to energy providers. Incentive in manufacturing or
logistics industries for offshore wind farm components and their effects on the development
potential were not considered. Heptonstall et al. (2012) developed a levelised cost model for
electricity generation from wind energy. According to their model, cost of energy depends on
the major cost drivers, such as investment and operations cost, fuel costs etc, which indicates a
gradual rise in cost of electricity generation. They predicted that financial incentives from
governments, scale of production and enhancing the capability of supply chain can encounter
this rise in cost. This cost model considered the overall investment cost and maintenance cost
and did not consider the installation methods and its effect on levelised cost. Hong and Moller
(2012) gave another levelised cost of electricity generation, in which risk of storm/cyclone was
included. To counter the loss associated with risk, they proposed a special incentive.
8

The most critical stage for offshore wind energy facility is the installation of foundations
and turbines. Kiranoudis et al. (2001) proposed that installation cost is a function of maximum
power output, number of wind turbines and area of offshore farm. Their model was developed
for a particular region; empirical relations and cost coefficients used in this model is valid only
for that particular study. Pantaleo et al. (2005) developed a cost model where they defined the
cost of installation as a function of water depth at the farm site and turbine hub height. The
authors compared cost of energy at various offshore sites in a region using different turbine
models. They developed a method for selecting optimum offshore site and turbine model but
for a region specific case.
The most detailed study for offshore wind turbine transportation and installation was
conducted by Kaiser and Snyder (2013). In their model cost of installation is function of wind
farm nameplate capacity, wind turbine capacity and distance from port to farm site. The authors
formulated the cost model as a product of time to complete installation and daily cost of
installation. The model did not provide insights whether there is any effect of installation
method on installation cost.
Herman (2002) considered the effect of installation method of wind turbines on in his
installation cost model. He also considered the effect of delay in operation due to bad weather.
The effect of turbine model and its size was not considered in the model. Uraz (2011) also
studied the effect of installation method of turbines on the installation cost. Both of these works
proposed a number of pre assembly types and formulated the time and space requirements for
transport and installation. These models provided estimations of installation time and cost of
offshore wind farms but did not propose any optimum decision that would minimize the
installation time and cost.
9

1.1.2 Maintenance of offshore wind farms
Operations and maintenance costs contribute a significant portion (25-30 percent) of
cost of energy from offshore wind turbines. Based on design of components, criteria for
maintenance and maintenance strategies, there can be numerous possible decisions set which
can be employed for maintenance. Several studies have been conducted to find the optimal
decision set to minimize maintenance costs. Nielsen and Sørensen (2011) compared two
different maintenance strategies, e.g. condition-based and corrective maintenance for a generic
offshore wind turbine with single component. The model is formulated as a benefits
maximization problem of with constraints of design, inspection and decision rules. Influencing
parameters of the model are minimum damage level to initiate repair, interval of inspection,
mean time between failures of the component. A case study is presented that compared two
strategies of maintenance and investigated the effects of various parameters.
Nilsson and Bertling (2006) presented the effect of condition monitoring as the
maintenance strategy on life cycle cost for two cases, a single turbine onshore and a wind farm
offshore. According to their study, condition monitoring benefits maintenance management of
offshore power systems and cost of this strategy can be covered by 0.43% increase in
availability in turbines for power generation.
Besnard et al. (2009), proposed an optimization model for opportunistic maintenance of
offshore wind turbines. Their model suggested that, scheduling preventive maintenance when
power generation potential is low can lead to minimization of cost of maintenance.
In their model, Besnard et al. (2013) proposed a model for offshore wind turbine
maintenance support organization. Their model considered modes of transportation for
maintenance, location of maintenance team, service hours, and number of teams as decision
10

variables. Backlogging of maintenance activities were presented through a queuing model. A
case study illustrated the model and offshore accommodation of teams on service 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week transported by crew transport vessel equipped with motion compensated
access system was found to be most cost efficient.
Besnard and Bertling (2010) proposed a model for optimizing the condition based
maintenance for wind turbine components, for which degradation can be classified according to
the damage level. In their work, they compared three maintenance strategies, visual inspection,
condition-monitoring and online condition-monitoring.
In their work, Tian et al. (2011) considered the failure probability of the whole turbine
system to develop an optimum condition based maintenance policy. In the optimum policy, two
failure probability threshold values were defined at turbine system level, and from the failure
probability of the system, component failure probability distribution is obtained. Optimal
maintenance decision included maintenance schedule, wind turbines to be maintained and key
components to be inspected.
In their study, Shirmohammadi et al. (2007) considered two kinds of time as decision
variables; the first one is the time between two preventive replacement cycles and the other one
is the time from the starting of a cycle, which determines whether an emergency replacement
should postpone the scheduled preventive replacement or not. Another decision variable is the
cut-off age of the system to be considered for replacement. The authors considered the failure
and replacement of the whole system instead of considering individual components.
Laggoune et al. (2009) considered opportunistic replacement of components through
grouping of components in such a way that replacement times for each component in a group is

11

an integer multiple of the least replacement time. In this case, although a system wide
optimization is possible but component wide replacement may not be optimal.
Ding and Tian (2010) proposed an approach to compare three opportunistic
maintenance optimization models. They considered preventive maintenance as perfect,
imperfect and two-level action in these three maintenance models. Instead of individual
component, they considered maintenance for entire wind farm. They set age threshold values
for wind turbine components that would trigger the maintenance operation. In this model the
same threshold values were set for components in a failed turbine and components in the
running turbines. In their following work, Ding and Tian (2012), they proposed different age
thresholds for components in failed and running turbines. In both studies, opportunistic
maintenance following imperfect two-level action was found to be optimum.

1.2 Limitations of previous studies
In this section, limitations in previous research and possible extensions in two aspects of
offshore wind energy, installation and maintenance have been discussed. First, the limitations
in studies pertaining to transportation and installation have been presented and methodology for
developing a cost model is discussed. Following that, methodology for developing a multi-level
opportunistic maintenance cost model for offshore wind farm as an extension from previous
works is discussed.
1.2.1 Studies concerning transportation and installations
Transportation and installation of offshore wind turbines is the primary cost incurring
aspect in developing an offshore wind farm. Very few studies ventured in developing a cost
model for wind turbine transportation and installation. In these studies, developed cost models
only considered a few of the impacting factors. Cost of transportation and installation is
12

significantly affected by the wind farm properties, primarily by rated power output of wind
turbines. Another important factor to be considered is the installation procedure followed for
wind turbines. These cost determining factors have not been included altogether in previous
studies. Also, effects of various parameters of offshore wind farm, installation vessel and
learning capability on cost need to be analyzed. Formulating a model that present the
relationship between transportation and installation cost and wind farm properties and
installation method would be a major advancement in this area.
It is observed that higher turbines class (i.e., with higher power output), the number of
turbines in the farm can be reduced but that will result in increased deck space requirement for
each turbine resulting in fewer number of turbines to be transported in each vessel trips.
Higher-rated power turbines also results in longer time for lifting and assemble each turbine
because the turbine with larger dimension needs more time to be installed. Pre-assembly at the
port area is another controlling variable of transportation and installation cost. More preassembly done on shore results in lower number of offshore lifts and assembly, but it also
results in higher number of vessel trips. So, tradeoffs need to be made optimally for selecting
turbine’s rated power output and pre-assembly method to minimize turbine transportation and
installation cost.
1.2.2 Studies concerning maintenance of offshore energy facility
Opportunistic preventive maintenance strategy in turbine component level is considered
to be a cost efficient strategy for maintenance of offshore wind farms. Due to the costly nature
of maintenance in offshore wind farms, it is desirable to minimize failure replacement of
turbine components by taking preventive maintenance action whenever the opportunity arises.
In previous works two kinds of opportunistic preventive maintenance strategy were considered,
13

i.e. preventive replacement and two-level imperfect opportunistic maintenance. In the former
the running component was replaced with a new one whenever a component reaches a fixed
age threshold. In the latter strategy, two age thresholds were set where maintenance is triggered
by a failure, and during corrective replacement, running components reaching the upper
threshold are replaced and components reaching the lower age threshold undergo imperfect
maintenance. For scenarios where many levels of maintenance actions can be performed based
on the age of the components, a major contribution would be the formulation of a multilevel
imperfect maintenance strategy where multiple age groups are formed optimally and cost of
maintenance is a function of the number of such age groups.
In a maintenance policy where many age groups are set for preventive repair, each age
group is of smaller interval, and so number of components falling within a particular age group
is lower. In such a maintenance policy, most of the components are preventively repaired to
such degrees that their ages are reduced by small percentages. Many of these components
qualify for preventive maintenance again for the next maintenance cycle. Such recurring
preventive maintenance of the same components increases cost. On the other hand, in a
maintenance policy where a few age groups are created, each group encompasses a large
interval and many components fall within an age group. So, many components undergo higher
degree of preventive repair although their ages are not so high. This leads to increased
maintenance cost. Since cost of preventive maintenance is a function of percentage of age
reduction, to minimize maintenance cost a tradeoff needs to be made between these two
scenarios. A maintenance policy with optimum number of age group results in minimum cost
of maintenance.
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1.3 Research goal
The goal of this research is to overcome the hurdle in minimizing the offshore wind
turbine installation and maintenance costs, i.e., to identify cheaper ways to generate electric
energy from offshore wind, especially from large wind-farms in the sea. To do that, two aspects
of offshore wind farms (e.g., turbine transportation and installation and turbine maintenance
process) will be analyzed and their cost structures will be examined to plan an economically
viable power generation operation.

1.4 Research objective
In order to meet the goal of this study, the specific objective of this work is to develop
two models, one for offshore wind turbine transportation and installation cost and the other for
offshore wind turbine maintenance cost, and to minimize the total system cost. To attain these
objectives, two cost models to be considered:
1. A transportation and installation cost model of offshore wind turbines.
(a) A model will be formulated in which cost of transportation and installation will
be expressed as a function of wind turbine class and pre-assembly method of
turbines.
(b) Solution procedure of the model will be developed.
(c) To minimize the cost, optimal pre-assembly method and turbine class will be
determined.
2. An opportunistic preventive maintenance cost model for offshore wind turbines.
(a) A maintenance cost model will be developed for of offshore wind turbines
where maintenance cost is the model output and decision variable is the number
of age groups for components
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(b) A solution procedure for finding the optimal value of decision variable will be
developed.
(c) Optimal number of age groups and associated degree of maintenance will be set
so that total maintenance cost is minimized.

1.5 Application and scope of the study
The first model is developed for offshore wind turbine transportation and installation.
The complete operation is segmented into several tasks, and for each task time requirements are
determined. Total time to complete transportation and installation is obtained by summing
these time requirements. Also, daily cost of installation is determined. From these two, cost of
transportation and installation cost is determined. The methodology used in this study can be
applied to estimate cost of installing a new facility. Method for optimum selection of
transportation hub location and installation method in minimizing installation cost is another
application of this study.
The second model is formulated for determining cost of maintenance of offshore wind
turbines following multi-level imperfect opportunistic maintenance strategy. This study would
be applicable in developing maintenance strategies for complex systems with multiple
components in maximizing service levels and minimizing maintenance cost.

1.6 Methodology
In this section the methodologies for formulating the two models have been discussed.
Methodology for developing transportation and installation cost model has been described first,
and then methodology for developing the maintenance cost model following multi level
opportunistic maintenance strategy is outlined.
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1.6.1 Transportation and installation cost model
In the first model, wind farm characteristics, e.g., turbine class or rated power output
turbines and installation method or pre-assembly method are considered as decision variables.
From the model, optimum pre-assembly method and turbine class are chosen which would
minimize cost for transportation and installation of turbines in an offshore wind farm with fixed
capacity.
Decision variables considered in the model are pre-assembly method and turbine’s rated
power output. Turbine’s rated power output is chosen from a fixed set of commercially
available models. Pre-assembly methods are chosen from methods that are commonly
followed. The best combination of pre-assembly method and turbine’s rated power output that
results in least time and cost to transport and install required number of turbines can be
determined from the model.
In formulating the model, time requirements to perform various operations are
determined, which include transportation, jacking up, lifting, and assembly operations. Total
time requirement can be found by summing of all these time segments. Transportation and
installation cost is obtained considering the vessel cost per unit time and total time requirement.
Optimum selection of turbine’s rated power output and pre-assembly method would minimize
the time requirement and thereby cost for transportation and installation.
1.6.2 Maintenance cost model
In the second model, a maintenance cost model is developed for offshore wind turbines
following multi level opportunistic preventive maintenance strategy. In this strategy, during
failure of any component of any turbine, failed component is replaced, at the same time
multilevel preventive maintenance is done for other running components which have reached
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some predetermined age level. Various age groups are determined, and when a component’s
age falls within a particular age group, the component is gone through the level of preventive
maintenance associated with that age group. Level of preventive maintenance is characterized
by the percentage reduction in age and cost of maintenance.
Controlling variable is the number of age groups for components and optimal setting of
age limits and degree of age reduction associated with each group would lead to minimization
of total maintenance cost of the whole wind farm.
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2. OFFSHORE WIND FARMS AND SUB-ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS
The purpose of this chapter is to provide some brief description about the elements of
an offshore wind farm. A detailed description of wind turbine components and their
transportation and installation process is provided thereafter.
An offshore wind farm is a power plant that consists of a number of wind turbines
connected with internal grid to one or more substations and an export cable to transmit power
to local grid. The principal components of an offshore wind farm include support structures,
turbines, substations and electrical transmission systems.

2.1 Support structures
Support structures consist of foundation, transition piece and scour protection.
Foundation provides support to the turbine, transition piece is attached to the foundation to
absorb vibration and simplify turbine attachment, and scour protection ensures that
environmental conditions do not degrade the integrity of the support structure.
2.1.1 Foundation
Foundations provide support to the turbines. Site conditions, such as maximum wind
speed, water depth, wave heights currents, surf properties and size and weight of turbine affect
the foundation type and design. Four basic kinds of foundations are in use in offshore wind
farms: monopiles, jackets, tripods and gravity foundations. Foundations are usually
manufactured onshore in one piece, transported to farm site by barge or towed and then piled or
set at the sea bed by derrick barge or crane.
(a) Monopile
This kind of foundation is suitable for lower water depth (up to 30 Meters). Monolpiles
are large diameter (4 to 6 meter outer diameter), steel tubular that are drilled into the sea bed
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(40%-50% of their length is inserted into sea bed). Depending on the load and conditions of
soil, water and environment diameter, thickness and depth of drilling varies. Monopiles are the
most popular forms of foundation due to lower cost and simplicity.
(b) Jacket
Jacket foundations have a lattice structure consisting of welded frame of tubular
members. Through each of its four legs, piling is driven to secure it to the sea bed. Jackets are
heavy and robust and transporting and lifting of them is expensive. They have been used very
rarely so far and usually they are called for when the farm site is in deep water and turbine size
is greater.
(c) Tripods
Tripods are used in deeper waters where more robust foundations are required. It has a
central steel shaft connected to three steel tubular legs through which pilings are driven to the
sea bed. Tripods are costly to manufacture and to transport and so far, only one wind farm has
employed tripods as foundation.
(d) Gravity foundation
This type of foundations unlike the others is concrete structures and they use their
weight to resist wind and wave loading. Their material cost is less but require special
fabrication facilities due to their heavy weight and their transportation and lifting operations are
costly. They are employed when the sea bed soil is unfit for pile driving.
2.1.2 Transition piece
Transition pieces are placed on top of the foundations such that they cover the upper
part of the foundation and act as connectors between foundations and turbines. They also levels
horizontal inaccuracies. For monopiles, transition pieces contain boat fenders, access ladders,
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access deck and handrails and the gap between transition piece and foundation is filled with
cement grout. For jacket and tripod foundations, transition pieces are installed at the port and
do not contain various access systems as they are installed elsewhere on the foundation.
2.1.3 Scour protection
To avoid removal of sediment around the base of foundations, a layer of small rocks are
placed following pile driving. After the cable installation, large cover stones are placed around
the foundations.

2.2 Turbine
Wind turbines are the main components of a wind farm. A wind turbine is an assembly
of four primary components: Tower, nacelle, hub and blades. In the following section these
components are briefly discussed.
2.2.1 Tower
Towers are composed of two tubular sections, fabricated from rolled and welded steel
plates. Tower provides support to the upper turbine assembly (nacelle, hub and blades). Height
of tower ranges from 60 to 90 meters and varies with rotor diameter and the clearance above
water level. Diameter of the tower ranges from 4 to 6 meters and depends on the weight of
nacelle and wind loads.
2.2.2 Nacelle
Nacelle is attached at the top of the turbine tower and houses generator, gearbox and
other control and communication components. Nacelle is essentially the power house of the
turbine and composed of a mainframe and a cover. Gearbox, generator and brake are attached
to the mainframe which transmits all the loads from the rotor and reaction loads from the
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generator and brake to the tower. Nacelle is the heaviest component of the turbine and it
requires a large amount of deck area while being transported.
2.2.3 Hub
Hub is attached to nacelle and contains motor for controlling three blades that are bolted
to it. Hub transmits wind loads from blades to nacelle and transmits rotational loads to the
gearbox.
2.2.4 Blades
Each turbine consists of three blades that made from reinforced plastics. Length of each
blade can as high as 60 meters. Due to their size and low rigidity against wind, transportation
and installation of blades require great attention.

2.3 Electric cables
Electric cables connect the turbines to the electrical grids. There are two kinds of
cables; the first is the inner-array cables which connect the turbines to each other and to the
offshore substation. The length of inner-array cable depends on the layout of the farm and
number of turbines in the farm. The other kind of cable is the export cable, which connects the
wind farm to onshore transmission system. The length of export cable depends on the distance
to shore, routing of cable and water depth.

2.4 Substation
In a wind farm, substation is connected to all the turbines through inner array cables and
transmits the generated electricity to onshore grid. The purpose of substation is to minimize
transmission loss by transforming voltage of the electricity generated at the wind farm. The
primary components of a substation are voltage transformers and high voltage cables. The
position of a substation should be such that length of cables is minimized.
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2.5 Turbine installation vessel
The same vessel is used for both transportation and installation of turbines at offshore
farm sites. There are two kinds of vessel that have been used for offshore wind farm
development. First one is the jack up barge, in which case a barge is used to carry the turbines
and a tug boat is required to transport the barge to the desired locations. Separate vessels for
transporting crew members are also needed if jack up barge is used. The other kind of vessel is
a self propelled one, which has become more popular because of their self sufficient nature. A
self propelled installation vessel has the capability to transport turbines and people and
equipped with cranes to install the turbines. The vessel has also the jack up mechanism and can
lift itself up to the desired height during loading and installation.

2.6 Turbine transportation and installation process
Generally, all the turbines are transported and installed together after the foundations
and transition pieces are in place. As mentioned earlier, turbines are assemblies of components
with considerable large dimensions. Transportation and installation of these huge components
is a challenging task and requires a long time and therefore high cost. Transportation and
installation task involves several sub tasks, which requires analysis to investigate the
opportunity for minimizing associated cost. In Figure 2.1, turbine transportation and installation
cycle is shown. Each cycle is consists of several operations, some of which are needed to be
done only once in each cycle, but others are required to be done for every turbine installation.
The operations involved in transportation and installation of turbines are described in detail in
the following section.
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No

Have all the
turbines been
installed?

Step 1:
Pre-assemble
components onshore

Step 2:
Lift and load
components on
vessel

Yes

Stop
Step 3:
Vessel jack down and
travel to offshore site

Step 6:
Empty vessel returns to
port and jack up
Yes

Is the
vessel
empty?

Step 4:
Vessel jack up and
install the turbine

No

Step 5:
Vessel jack down and
travel to next turbine site

Figure 2.1 - Offshore wind turbine transportation and installation cycle
2.6.1 Pre-assembly at the port
Pre-assembly of offshore turbines indicates the performing of assembly operation to
some degree prior to transport them to offshore sites. Typically, a turbine consists of seven
parts, two tower sections, one nacelle and hub and three blades. Turbine manufacturer delivers
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the turbines unassembled at the port due to the large dimensions of each component. These
components need to be assembled together and then attached to the transition piece of the
foundation at the farm site for complete installation. For assembling the components, crane
aboard the installation vessel is used which lifts the components to the required heights during
assembly. For assembly purpose, onshore lifting is minimal and therefore it can be neglected.
For loading purpose at the port, the crane has to lift components or subassembly to the vessel
jack up height. For both assembly and installation purposes at the farm site, the lifting height is
equal to the turbine hub height.
It is possible to perform all the assembly operations of components onshore and then
transport the fully assembled turbine to the farm site. In this case the crane of the vessel has to
perform only one lifting operation for loading the fully assembled turbine on the vessel. Upon
arrival to the installation site, the vessel stops and jacks up for final lifting and assembly of the
turbine to the transition piece of the foundation. Following this method only one lifting and one
assembly operation need to be done offshore. But the disadvantage of this method is that a fully
assembled turbine requires large deck area of the vessel during transportation and it would be
difficult to transport more than one turbine at a time which would increase travel time and cost.
Another shortcoming of this method is that weight of a fully assembled turbine is very high
which would require crane capacity that is not cost efficient.
So, there are two aspects that need to be considered to determine to what degree the
components are pre-assembled onshore. The first one is that it is preferable to keep the offshore
operations minimal because of offshore wind, wave and weather conditions. The second one is
that it is desired to transport as many turbines as possible during each trip of the vessel from
port to farm site to minimize the number of vessel trips. Higher number of assemblies onshore
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results in lower number of offshore lifts and higher number of vessel trips. A tradeoff, therefore
need to be made, so that, number of offshore operations and number of turbines that can be
transported in each trip of installation vessel remains optimum.
There are several pre-assembly methods that have been used in various wind farms. The
methods are classified according to the number of lifts required for each turbine. The methods
are discussed in the following section.
(a) Method 1:
In this pre-assembly method, two tower sections are assembled together onshore.
Nacelle, hub and two blades are also assembled onshore. These two sub-assemblies and the
third blade are transported to the farm site and remaining sub-assemblies (tower and transition
piece, tower and nacelle, and third blade and hub) are done there. Only three lifts are required
during loading and during installation in this method. In Princess Amalia and OWEZ wind
farms, this method was employed. In Figure 2.2, the sub-assemblies and parts following preassembly Method 1 is shown.

Source: Uraz (2011)

Figure 2.2 - Sub-assemblies done onshore following pre-assembly Method 1
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(b) Method 2:
In pre-assembly Method 2, as shown in Figure 2.3, nacelle, hub and two blades are
assembled onshore. This sub-assembly, the third blade and two tower sections are transported
to the farm site and remaining sub-assemblies (lower tower and transition piece, lower and
upper tower sections, upper tower and nacelle, and third blade and hub) are done there. In this
method, for each turbine four lifts are required during loading and during installation. This
method was employed in Horns Rev, North Hoyle, Kentish Flats wind farms.

Source: Uraz (2011)

Figure 2.3 - Sub-assemblies done onshore following pre-assembly Method 2

(c) Method 3:
In Figure 2.4, sub-assemblies and parts following pre-assembly Method 3 is shown. In
this method, hub and all three blades are assembled onshore. Remaining sub-assemblies (lower
tower and transition piece, lower and upper tower sections, upper tower and nacelle, Nacelle
and the hub with three blades) are done offshore. Two tower sections and the nacelle are
transported separately. Four lifts are required for each turbine during loading and during
installation. In Nysted, Alpha Ventus and Lillgrund wind farms this method was used.
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Source: Uraz (2011)

Figure 2.4 - Sub-assemblies done onshore following pre-assembly Method 3
(d) Method 4:
In this method, two tower sections are assembled onshore, also the nacelle and hub are
assembled together; all the remaining components are transported separately. For each turbine,
five lifts are required during loading and during installation. During installation, first the tower
is assembled to the transition piece, then the nacelle and hub sub-assembly is attached to the
tower, finally three blades are lifted and assembled to the hub. This method was used in Rhyl
flats and Burbo Banks wind farms. The sub-assemblies and parts are shown in Figure 2.5.

Source: Uraz (2011)

Figure 2.5 - Sub-assemblies done onshore following pre-assembly Method 4
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(e) Method 5:
In pre-assembly Method 5, as shown in Figure 2.6, the nacelle and hub are assembled
together onshore, all the other components are transported to the farm site separately. Six lifts
are needed for each turbine for loading and for installation. During installation, first the lower
tower is assembled to the transition piece, then two tower sections, after that the nacelle and
hub sub-assembly is attached to the upper tower; finally three blades are bolted to the hub one
by one. In Lynn and Inner Dowsing wind farm, this method was used.

Source: Uraz (2011)

Figure 2.6 - Sub-assemblies done onshore following pre-assembly Method 5
2.6.2 Loading of turbine components and sub-assemblies on the vessel
Once, pre-assemblies are done, turbine components and sub-assemblies are
loaded on the installation vessel at the port. Number of turbines loaded in each trip of the vessel
depends on the vessel capacity, turbine class and pre-assembly method followed. Figure 2.7
shows the loading operation of turbine parts.
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Source: 4C Offshore (2013)

Figure 2.7 - Lifting and assembling of turbine components at the port
2.6.3 Transportation from port to farm site
After all the turbine components that can be carried in a single trip of the vessel are
loaded, the vessel departs from the port and travels to the wind farm site. Transportation time
depends on the vessel speed and distance between port and farm site. Figure 2.8 shows the
transportation of turbine components aboard an installation vessel.

Source: 4C Offshore (2013)

Figure 2.8 - Transportation of turbine components
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2.6.4 Jacking up of vessel at installation site
After the installation vessel reaches the installation site of a turbine, it performs jacking
up operation to elevate at the required height and stable itself for installation. Jacking up time
depends on the jacking up speed of the vessel and jacking up height. After installation is done,
the vessel jacks down to the water level and travels to the next turbine site. In Figure 2.9, vessel
jacking up at the installation site is shown.

Source: 4C Offshore (2013)

Figure 2.9 - Vessel jacking up at the turbine site
2.6.5 Installation of turbines
Installation of a turbine begins after the installation vessel reaches at the turbine site and
jacks up to the required height. Installation involves lifting and assembly operations of turbine
parts and sub-assemblies and the vessel crane performs these operations. Time to install a
turbine depends on the pre-assembly method followed as described in the section 2.6.1. Figure
2.10 shows an installation vessel performing installation by lifting a turbine sub-assembly.
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Source: 4C Offshore (2013)

Figure 2.10 - Lifting and assembling of turbine components at the farm site
(a) Installation sequence of turbines at the farm site
In Section 2.6.1, five pre-assembly methods for turbine installation were described.
Each of these methods is characterized by number of sub-assemblies for each turbine, which in
turn determines number of lifting and assembly operations required for each turbine. Following
these pre-assembly method, the lifting and assembly sequences for installation at the farm site
are summarized in Table 2.1. The table shows the sequential installation of a turbine at the farm
site following different pre-assembly methods. Following Method 1, only three sub-assemblies
are done for each turbine. So, for the loading of a turbine on the vessel, three lifting operations
are done at the port. At the installation site, three lifting and assembly operations are needed to
be done for each turbine. The table shows the progression of the installation procedure after
each lifting and assembly operation.
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Table 2.1 - Turbine lifting and assembly sequence for installation using different methods
Preassembly
method

1st
operation

2nd
operation

3rd
operation

Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

Method 4

Method 5

Source: Kaiser and Snyder (2010)
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4th
operation

5th
operation

6th
operation

3. TRANSPORTATION AND INSTALLATION COST
In this chapter a model is formulated for offshore wind turbine transportation and
installation (T&I) cost as a function of wind turbine class and installation method. Time
requirement for completion of transportation and installation of turbines is determined from
time estimation for the operation segments and summing them together. Simultaneously, daily
rate of the installation vessel is determined. T&I cost is obtained from transportation and
installation time in days and daily cost of the installation vessel. Various parameters associated
with wind farm, installation vessel, installation method are considered and their effect on cost is
investigated.

3.1 The problem
A case is considered where a new offshore wind energy generation facility is being
developed. The wind farm would be situated in the open waters where wind turbines would be
arranged in rows and columns. The farm would consists of a number of wind turbines installed
atop their foundations, one or more substation(s), inner-array cables which would connect the
turbines to the substation, and export cables which would connect the substation to the onshore
grids.
Installation of the farm includes transportation and installation of foundations and turbines,
substation(s) and laying cables. From the point of view of time requirements and associated
costs, transportation and installation of turbines are the tasks that control the overall project
duration and total cost to the greatest extent. Minimizing the time to complete transportation
and installation thereby minimizing costs associated with these tasks therefore is the key to
minimize total costs of installing an offshore wind farm.
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An offshore wind farm is considered which is located in open waters. The farm site is D
meters away from the nearest operational port, this port acts as the loading area for wind
turbine components. The nameplate capacity of the wind farm is C megawatt (MW). The wind
farm is consisted of N i number of wind turbines; each with Pi MW rated power output. As
mentioned before, turbines are arranged in rows and columns and spaced d meters apart from
each other. In the next section, turbine properties pertaining to transportation and installation
are discussed in detail.
3.1.1 Classification of offshore wind turbine pre-assembly
Transportation and installation of turbines begin after the foundations are piled and
grouted at the farm site and transition pieces (connecting piece between turbine and foundation)
are in place atop the foundations.
Each turbine is an assembly of several parts; turbine tower in two pieces, one hub, one
nacelle and three blades. Before transporting from port to offshore farm site, turbine parts are
pre-assembled onshore following one of five methods to optimize vessel space and to ease
offshore installation. These methods are summarized in Table 3.1. In each row, the first column
indicates a particular pre-assembly method followed and the second column indicates the subassemblies that are done onshore, third and fourth columns represent number of assembly
operation done onshore and number of separate segments for each turbine. As seen from the
table, for pre-assembly Method 3, hub and three blades of a turbine make a sub assembly; this
sub-assembly is transported and installed as though it is a single part. Nacelle and two parts of
the tower are transported and installed separately. For all turbine classes, these pre-assembly
methods are used.
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Table 3.1 - Popular pre-assembly methods for offshore wind turbines
Pre-assembly
method ( j )
Method 1
Method 2

Number of assembly
operations done
onshore ( m j )

Sub-assemblies
(Nacelle+hub+2 blades)+tower in 1 piece+3 rd
blade
(Nacelle+hub+2 blades)+tower in 2
pieces+3rd blade

Number of separate
segments for each turbine
( N Li )

4

3

3

4

Method 3

(Hub+3 blades)+tower in 2 pieces+ nacelle

3

4

Method 4

(Nacelle+ hub)+ tower in 1 piece+3 blades

2

5

Method 5

(Nacelle+ hub)+ tower in 2 pieces+3 blades

1

6

For transportation of wind turbines from port to farm site and installing them, special
purpose-built self propelled installation vessel(s) is used. Each vessel has available deck area of
A square meters to carry wind turbine parts, has speed of VS meter/hour. This type of vessel

has special legs attached to it and is capable of steady itself on this legs when required. This
operation is called jacking up operation. Each vessel has jacking up speed of V JU meter/hour.

V N number of such vessel employed for transportation and installation.
To calculate the installation and transportation cost, time requirement for transporting
and installing turbines are formulated and the daily rate of the vessel is calculated. Total cost
was formulated by multiplying the daily rate with the total time for transportation and
installation.

3.2 Assumptions and notations
Transportation and installation of wind turbines are complex tasks requiring a
combination of various sub tasks. To reduce the complexity of analysis of installation process
for an offshore wind farm, several assumptions are taken into account during the model
formulation.
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3.2.1 Assumptions
Following assumptions are necessary to formulate the model:
1. All the vessel(s) and turbines are identical (same geometrical properties).
2. For all turbines, same pre-assembly method is used.
3. Vessel(s) are available throughout the transportation and installation period.
4. Weight concentration on the deck of a vessel does not exceed the limit.
5. Crane on the vessel(s) is the only available option for performing lifting operation.
6. Crane capacity is sufficient to lift the components of turbines.
3.2.2 Notation
The following notations are used in the paper:
(a) Indices:

i

Index for type of turbine class used

j

Index for type of turbine pre-assembly used

(b) System parameters:
C

Rated capacity of the wind farm (megawatt)

D

Distance from port to farm site (meter)

d

Distance between two turbines sites (meter)

VS

Vessel speed (meters/hour)

V JU

Vessel jack up speed (meters/hour)

VN

Number of vessel used (unit)

A

Deck area available for transporting foundation (square meter)

HH

Turbine hub height (meter)
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H JU

Jack up height (meter)

RL

Rate of lifting (meter/hour)

RA

Rate of assembly (assembly/hour)

t PL

Pre-loading time at the port (hour)

t FS

Pre-loading time at turbine site (hour)

LR

Learning rate for the crane operation 0  LR  1

S

Capital cost of a vessel ($)

PS

Percentage of financed capital cost

I

Interest rate for financed capital cost

Y

Vessel life (years)

Ue

Utilization rate of vessel

RA

Return on investment of vessel

OC

Daily operating cost of vessel ($)

(c) Intermediate variables:

Ni

Number of turbines in the farm (unit)

nj

Number of sub assemblies done onshore (unit)

(d) Decision variables:

Pi

Rated power output of one turbine (megawatt)

N Lj

Number of lifts for each turbine during loading or installation (unit)

AT j

Area required for one turbine during transport (square meter)
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3.3 The T&I model
A mathematical model for transportation and installation cost of offshore wind turbines
is developed in this section. To do that, first time requirement for the whole transportation and
installation is determined and also daily cost of the vessel is formulated. Following that, total
cost is obtained from the product of the two. This total cost is the initial capital investment for
offshore wind transportation and installation from which equivalent annual cost is determined.
3.3.1 Transportation and installation time estimation
The nameplate capacity of the offshore wind farm is C . If turbine class of rated power
output Pi is used, N i number of turbines would be required to reach the wind farm capacity,
since C  N i Pi . The whole process of transportation and installation is subdivided into several
operational segments. Time requirements for these operational segments of the process are
determined and then summed together to determine the total time requirement for wind turbine
transportation and installation. In the sub sections followed, time requirements for various
operations are developed.
(a) Travel/transportation time
If the turbines are pre-assembled following j pre-assembly method, then each turbine
occupies A j square meters of deck area on the installation vessel. In this configuration, it is
possible to transport A / A j  number of turbines in a single trip of the vessel. For V N (for now

V N is assumed to be 1) number of identical vessels, each with available deck area of A square
meters, number of required trips for transporting number of turbines is found by dividing total
required area by turbines N i A j  by available deck area VN A in each trip. So, required
number of trip is N i A j / VN A . If the distance between port and farm site is meters and
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distance between two adjacent turbines are meters, in each trip the vessel has to travel D
meters from port to farm site irrespective of the number of turbines it is carrying. After loading
of turbines at the port it arrives to the first turbine site, install that turbine and travel d meters
to the second turbine and so on until all the turbines it was carrying have been installed. Then
the vessel has to travel another D meters to return to the port. For installing number of turbines
the travelled distance within the farm is N i  N i A j / VN Ad . Also, the vessel has to spend t PL
hours at the port during each trip and t FS hours at each turbine site. So total travel time for
transporting turbines is:

Ni Aj 

(Ni 
)d 

Ni Aj
Ni Aj

VN A  

2 D  
Tv 
  N i t FS 
t PL 

 
V N VS A
VS
VN A






(3.1)

which can be simplified to

Tv 


Ni  Aj
 2 D  d  t PLVS   2VN d  t FS VN VS 
V N VS  A


(3.2)

where A j is a function of turbine’s rated power output and pre-assembly method. For a wind
turbine, rotor diameter is the dimension that commensurate turbine’s rated power output, the
relation between the two can be approximated as an exponential one. Deck area requirement for
a turbine can also be approximated to an exponential function of the turbine’s rated power
output. So, deck area requirement of a turbine with rated power output of Pi and following preassembly method j is given by the following:
Aij  AT j e q1  Pi 2 
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(3.3)

where q1 is a constant coefficient and AT j is the deck area requirement of a turbine with
nominal (2 MW) rated power output and following pre-assembly method j . Combining
equations (3.2) and (3.3), total travel time is found as following:


 AT j e q1  Pi 2  
Ni 
  2V d  t V V 
2 D  d  t PLVS 
Tv 
N
FS N S


V N VS 
A






(3.4)

which gives the total travel time of the vessel for transporting and installing the turbine
components.
(b) Installation and vessel loading time
Besides transportation, installation process involves several activities, and time
requirements for them need to be estimated. Time requirements of these tasks can be described
as following:
1. Lifting operation time:
a. Time to lift turbine parts/sub-assemblies aboard the vessel onshore
b. Time to lift turbine parts/sub-assemblies during offshore installation
2. Assembly operation time:
a. Time to pre-assemble the parts of the turbine onshore
b. Time to assemble the remaining un-assembled parts of the turbine offshore
3. Jacking up operation time
Time requirements for these tasks depend on vessel properties as well as operator’s
efficiency and expertise. Rates of performing the operations, i.e. rate of lifting and rate of
assembly are functions of learning rate, turbines’ rated power output and number of operations
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performed. Cumulative averages of these rates are calculated from the initial rates of
performing these operations, turbine’s rated power output and number of operations as follows:

RL 

RL

e q2  Pi 2)  N OL

b

and R A 

RA

e q2  Pi 2)  N OA

b

(3.5)

where b  log( LR ) / log 2, LR  1, b  0 and q 2 denotes a constant, LR is the learning rate,
N OL , N OA are total number of lifting and assembly operations respectively and RL , R A are initial

rates of lifting and assembly operations for turbines with nominal rated power output. Both of
these rates decreases exponentially with increasing rated power output of turbines. Learning
rate is assumed to be fixed throughout the installation period. A learning rate of 90% indicates
time to perform an operation is reduced by 10% whenever the number of operation is doubled.
Vessel jacking up time depends on the jacking up speed V JU , which is a characteristic
of the vessel. In the following sections, time requirements for each of the tasks pertaining to
installation are developed in detail.
(c) Lifting operation time
As mentioned in Table 3.1, following pre-assembly method j , each turbine consists of

N L j number of separate turbine segments, and so each turbine requires N L j number of lifts
(picking up and placing at the designated area) during loading at the dock and again during
installation at the turbine site. So, total number of required lifts is N OL  2 N i N L j . Lifting time
is proportional to the height to which the components must be lifted. During loading at the port,
the lifting height is equal to the vessel jack up height, H JU meters, and during installation
lifting height is equal to the turbine hub height, H H i meters. Total lifting time is a function of
lifting heights and rate of lifting and is given by the following:
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N Lj
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(3.6)

Now, hub height H H i is a function of turbine’s rated power output Pi , the relationship
between these two can be expressed as H H i  a1 Pi 2  b1 Pi  c1 , where a1 , b1 , c1 are constant
coefficients. So, equation (3.6) can be rewritten as following:
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Taking into consideration equation (3.5) and N OL  2 N i N L j , equation (3.7) can be rewritten as:
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(3.8)

which gives total lifting time requirements for all turbine components.
(d) Assembly operation time
Each turbine is consisted of M number of parts, so in total M  1 number of subassemblies need to be done irrespective of the turbine’s rated power output and pre-assembly
method. Pre-assembly method determines how many sub-assemblies among M  1 would be
done onshore. The remaining sub-assemblies are done at the farm site during installation.
Another sub-assembly is done between the transition piece of the foundation and the lower part
of the turbine, so in total, M number of sub-assemblies are needed to be done for complete
installation of turbines. It is assumed that all the sub-assemblies are similar in nature, i.e. they
require same amount of time to be done under the similar conditions. If for a single turbine
following pre-assembly method j , number of onshore assembly operation is m j , then for
complete installation of a turbine, M  m j  offshore assembly operations are required. Due to
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the waves and wind at the farm site, it requires more time to perform assembly operation
offshore compared to onshore (at the port). A multiplier W is introduced to consider offshore
conditions. Total time requirement for assembly operation is expressed as following:

 m j W M  m j 
TA  N i 


R A
 R A


(3.9)

where is the cumulative average rate of performing assembly operation as mentioned in
equation (3.5). From Table 3.1, it is known that m j  N L j  M . So, number of assembly





operations done onshore is N i M  N L j and for offshore it is N i N L j . Then equation (3.9) can
be rewritten as following:
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which gives the total time requirement for assembly operations perform for turbine installation.
(e) Jacking up operation time
For stability of the vessel and better crane operations, the installation vessel is elevated
from the water level during loading at the port and also during installation at the farm site. For
jacking up, vessel’s legs are reached and protruded to the ground below sea, and the vessel
gradually lifts itself up to the required height. Once the task at that site is finished, vessel legs
are pulled up and the vessel comes down at sea level. At the beginning of each trip, the vessel
is loaded with turbine parts or foundation parts at the port. During each trip, the vessel
performs jack up operation at the port. After a vessel is reached to the installation site carrying
either foundation or turbine, it does the jack up operation at each installation site. The vessel
has to perform four operations (raising the platform up and down and extending and pulling
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back of vessel legs) at every turbine site during installation. Total time required for jacking up
operation can be written as:
TJU 


N i H JU  A j
  4
VJU  A


(3.11)

where V JU is the jack up speed of the vessel and H JU is the height that the vessel needs to be
elevated during jack up. Taking into consideration equation (3.3), the above equation can be
rewritten as following:
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(3.12)

which gives the total time requirement for jacking up operation of the vessel.
3.3.2 Total time requirement
Total time requirement for transportation and installation of turbines is found by
summing the time requirements for the operations described in the previous section. The
expression for total time requirement while only one vessel is employed is obtained by
summing equations (3.4), (3.8), (3.10) and (3.12). Considering V N number of vessel is
employed for the transportation and installation purpose, total time requirement is found by
dividing the expression by V N . Total time requirement for transportation and installation is
found as following:
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Replacing N i by C / Pi  , the expression becomes as following:
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(3.13)
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Area requirement on the vessel deck for each turbine of nominal rated power output AT
and number of separate segments for each turbine N L both are functions of pre-assembly
method. If pre-assembly method j is followed, each turbine requires AT j square meters on
vessel deck during transportation and each turbine consists of N L j number of separate
segments. Thus total time requirement for transportation can be expressed as a function of
turbine’s rated power output and pre-assembly method. So, equation (3.14) can be written as
following:
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(3.15)

and  

2b C1 bb1
.
VN RL

3.3.3 Transportation and installation cost calculation
It is assumed that transportation and installation of offshore wind turbines is done
continuously 24 hours a day, 7 days a week until all the wind turbines are installed. Once the
time requirement is calculated as discussed in the previous sections, cost of transportation and
installation can be calculated by multiplying the time in days with daily rate of the vessel.
(a) Daily rate of the vessel
For offshore wind farm installation purposes, required vessel(s) are usually leased from
vessel owners for a period of time and the vessels are returned after project completion. Self
propelled installation vessels are most popular for offshore wind farm installation purpose.
According to Kaiser and Snyder (2011), daily cost incurred or daily rate of vessel DL is a
function of the owner’s capital cost for the vessel S , proportion of the external financed
investment PS , vessel’s life Y , interest rate for the financed investment I , utilization rate U e ,

RA is return on investment, daily operating cost OC and is calculated as following:
DL 

Vn
365U e



I  S 1  PS 
1 I
 SR A   OC
SPS  Y  2  24Y  
Y





(3.16)

3.3.4 Total cost of transportation and installation
Expression for total cost of transportation and installation is obtained by multiplying the
total time requirement (days) for transportation and installation with vessel day rate. So, from
equations (3.15) and (3.16), total cost can be expressed as:
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3.3.5 Annual cost of transportation and installation
Total cost for transportation and installation of offshore turbine as determined above
incurs only once during the installation of the wind farm. This cost acts as the investment cost
which is usually financed from various financial sources and need to be repaid. Therefore,
determination of annual equivalent cost of transportation and installation would be beneficial.
For the offshore wind farm with projected life of n years and interest rate i  for
financed investment, annual transportation and installation cost AC is given by the following:
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where annual cost AC is converted from total cost TC following the relationship between net
 i 1  i n 






present value and annual equivalence A  P  A / P , i , n   P 
 . In this formula,
n
 1  i   1

symbol P is used to indicate the net present value (to distinguish it from turbines’ rated power
output, P ) which in equation (3.17) is represented by the total cost TC , and symbol A is used
to indicate the annual equivalence (to distinguish it from vessel capacity, A ) which in the
equation is represented by annual cost AC .
Equation (3.18) gives the expression for annual cost for turbine transportation and
installation for an offshore wind farm with farm capacity of C MW, each turbine’s rated power
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output is P MW and any one of five pre-assembly methods is followed for installation. From
this model, optimum rated power output P of each turbine and optimum pre-assembly method
can be determined. By choosing higher turbines class, number of turbines in the farm can be
reduced but that would result in increased deck space requirement for each turbine and
therefore less number of turbines can be transported in each vessel trips. Higher rated power
turbines also results in longer time for lifting and assemble each turbine. Pre-assembly method
is another controlling variable of transportation and installation cost model. Higher degree of
pre-assembly onshore results in lower number of offshore lifts and offshore assembly, but it
also results in higher number of vessel trips. So, tradeoffs need to be made optimally for
selecting turbine’s rated power output and pre-assembly method.

3.4 Solution procedure
In this section, the solution procedure for the transportation and installation cost has
been shown. An exhaustive search method is used due to the limited solution space. The
algorithm for optimum solution of turbine class and pre-assembly method is shown below.
3.4.1 Algorithm A: Solution procedure for T&I cost model
Step 1: Initialize parameters  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , other cost parameters and C .
Step 2: Construct the sets of possible values for turbine’s rated power output,





P  Pi , i  1, 2, ..., K  , number of lifts for each turbine, N L  N Li , j  1, 2,..., Z and





required deck area for each turbine, AT  ATi , j  1, 2,..., Z for each of the
corresponding controlling variables P , N L and AT .
Step 3: Finding the minimum annual transportation and installation cost, AC 
For i  1, 2, ..., K
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For j  1, 2,..., Z
(a) Calculate transportation and installation cost, AC ij using equation (3.18).





(b) Find AC   Minimum ACij .
(c) Identify Pi  , N Li and AT , corresponding to AC  , obtained in Step 3(b).
i
Step 4: Stop

3.5 Computational results
The objective of this section is to provide a detailed analysis of the developed model
through a case study. In the model for transportation and installation cost of offshore wind
turbines, the decision variables are turbine class and pre-assembly method. For a farm with
fixed nameplate capacity, a numerical study is performed that provides insights as to what
combination of turbine’s rated power output and pre-assembly method minimizes the cost of
transportation and installation of turbines.
The model parameters  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  are determined from wind farm and vessel
parameters. Table 3.2 provides the values for various parameters associated with wind farm and
installation vessel that are used in calculating the model parameters. The values of the
parameters are collected from available data sheets and project reports of operational offshore
wind farms and vessels and then averages of these values are taken [Thomsen (2012), Uraz
(2011), Kaiser and Snyder (2010), 4C Offshore (2013)]. Various cost parameters are set
according to the existing market scenario.
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Table 3.2 - Wind farm and vessel Parameters
Parameter

Description

Value

C
D
d
A

Wind farm capacity
Distance from farm site to port
Distance between two turbines at the farm
Deck area of the vessel

300 MW
200,000 meters
1,000 meters
2,000 square meters

VS

Vessel speed

15,000 meter/hour

M

Number of parts in each turbine

7

RL
RA

Lifting rate

40 meters/hour

Initial assembly operation rate

1 assembly/2 hours

t PL
t FS

Pre-loading time at port

5 hour

Pre-loading time at turbine site

1 hour

W

Multiplier for offshore lift

2

Vn

Number of vessel

1

H JU

Jack up height

35 meters

V JU

Jacking up speed

30 meters/hour

q1
q2
a1
b1
c1

Constant

0.1019

Constant

0.3214

Constant

0.5714

Constant

0.7714

Constant

77.12

LR

Learning rate

0.95

b

log( LR) / Log(2)

S

Capital cost of vessel

-0.074
$200000000

Ue

Utilization rate of vessel

90%

Y

Vessel Life

20 years

PS

Financed percentage of vessel capital cost

80%

I

Interest rate for financed capital for vessel

5%

O

Daily operating cost of vessel

$35000

RA

Return on investment

5%

DL

Daily rate of vessel

$105066

n

Projected life of the wind farm

20 years

i

Interest rate of investment in wind farm

5%
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Table 3.3 provides the model parameter values calculated from wind farm and vessel
parameters. In calculating these values, information from vessel operators and wind farm
developers has been used. Confidence limits for the same parameters have been estimated from
available data of seven offshore wind projects. Considering turbine class and pre-assembly
method as the variables, from equation (3.15), parameters have been estimated using
multivariate regression analysis. It is found that parameters obtained from the model fall within
the specification limits for the parameters estimated from the project data.
Table 3.3 - Model parameters and their values
Parameter










From project data (95% confidence limit)
Lower limit
Upper limit
-965.46
1,113.58
-1.27
1.12
-99.97
108.35
-1,053.78
1,004.87
-92.99
92.16
-571.99
589.50

From the model
6.8
0.01638
2
5.0303
0.0102
0.0138

Parameters associated with offshore wind farm, for example distance from port,
distance between two turbine sites are assumed to be fixed. Parameters associated with vessel
are also assumed to be fixed in nature. Effects of these parameters on cost are also investigated.
Annual transportation and installation costs are calculated for an offshore wind farm with rated
capacity 300 megawatt (MW) and turbines with rated power output of one of the five available
classes e.g. 2.0, 2.3, 3.0, 3.6, 4.0 and 5.0 megawatt following five different pre-assembly
methods using equation (3.18). Table 3.4 shows the input matrix for various combinations of
turbine class and pre-assembly method. Every pre-assembly method is characterized by number
of separate turbine segments for each turbine and area requirement (square meter) for each
turbine. Area requirement for each turbine also depends on turbine class.
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Table 3.4 - Input matrix of turbine class and pre-assembly method

2.0 MW (150 turbines)

(Number of turbine segments, area requirement) for pre-assembly methods
Method 1
Method 2
Method 3
Method 4
Method 5
(3, 550)
(4, 630)
(4, 500)
(5, 360)
(6, 480)

2.3 MW (131 turbines)

(3, 567)

(4, 650)

(4, 516)

(5, 371)

(6, 495)

3.0 MW (100 turbines)

(3, 609)

(4, 698)

(4, 554)

(5, 399)

(6, 532)

3.6 MW (84 turbines)

(3, 648)

(4, 742)

(4, 589)

(5, 424)

(6, 565)

5.0 MW (60 turbines)

(3, 747)

(4, 856)

(4, 679)

(5, 489)

(6, 652)

Turbine class
(No. of turbines)

In Table 3.4, the first element in the parenthesis indicates number of separate segments
for each turbine and the second element indicates area requirement for each turbine for
different turbine classes and pre-assembly methods. In Table 3.5, turbine transportation and
installation cost computed from the model for a wind farm with rated power output of 300 MW
are summarized. Costs are calculated for five pre-assembly methods and five turbine classes
that are commercially available in the market. Learning rate is set at 95%.
Table 3.5 - Transportation and Installation cost of turbines for a wind farm of 300 MW
Turbine class
(No. of turbines)

Annual transportation and installation cost ($)
Method 2
Method 3
Method 4
1,971,291
1,827,411
1,882,118

2.0 MW (150 turbines)

Method 1
1,824,840

Method 5
2,103,974

2.3 MW (131 turbines)

1,688,447

1,831,382

1,831,382

1,767,999

1,975,691

3.0 MW (100 turbines)

1,489,624

1,822,715

1,630,873

1,613,480

1,897,766

3.6 MW (84 turbines)

1,430,575

1,739,369

1,578,214

1,639,911

1,857,307

5.0 MW (60 turbines)

1,565,290

1,741,426

1,741,426

1,738,610

1,959,639

From Table 3.5, it is observed that, in general, initially cost of transportation and
installation decrease as the rated power output of each turbine increases, then time requirements
reach their minimum and start to increase again with increasing rated power output. From the
Table 3.5, for a wind farm with 300 MW rated capacity, deploying 84 turbines each with 3.6
MW rated power output is optimal and results in minimum cost when pre-assembly Method 1
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is followed. For a fixed turbine class, e.g., 3.6 MW rated power output, and for learning rate of
95%, a bar chart is shown in Figure 3.1 representing costs for different pre-assembly methods.

Figure 3.1 - Transportation and installation cost for a fixed turbine class
In Figure 3.1, costs of transportation and installation for different pre-assembly methods
are compared when 84 units of 3.6 MW wind turbines are used. The figure suggests that, under
the condition and assumption described, pre-assembly Method 1 is the most favorable one.

3.6 Sensitivity analysis
In this section effects of some parameters on transportation and installation cost are
discussed. Learning rate of operators in lifting and assembly operation has a significant effect
on time requirement and cost and has been discussed here. Various parameters related to
offshore wind farm and installation vessel have impact on the time requirement and thereby
cost. Among those, the most critical ones, namely, distance from operating port to farm site,
available vessel deck area and rate of lifting of vessel crane have been investigated and
discussed here.
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3.6.1 Effect of learning rate
Learning rate of lifting and assembly operations impacts transportation and installation
cost. Higher learning rate results in lower cost of transportation and installation. It also affects
the choice of turbine class and pre-assembly method. Table 3.6 summarizes the effect of
learning rate across turbine classes and pre-assembly methods.
Table 3.6- Effect of learning rate on turbine transportation and installation cost
Turbine class
(No. of turbines)
2.0 MW
(150 turbines)

2.3 MW
(131 turbines)

3.0 MW
(100 turbines)

3.6 MW
(84 turbines)

5.0 MW
(60 turbines)

Learning rate
No learning
95%
90%
85%
No learning
95%
90%
85%
No learning
95%
90%
85%
No learning
95%
90%
85%
No learning
95%
90%
85%

Method 1
2,396,066
1,824,840
1,454,459
1,220,876
2,230,073
1,688,447
1,333,672
1,107,525
1,993,345
1,489,624
1,152,958
933,741
1,935,359
1,430,575
1,088,791
863,184
2,116,064
1,565,290
1,183,014
924,004

Annual transportation and installation cost ($)
Method 2
Method 3
Method 4
Method 5
2,655,085
2,511,205
2,683,901
3,029,246
1,971,291
1,827,411
1,882,118
2,103,972
1,534,256
1,390,377
1,377,697
1,531,342
1,262,668
1,118,788
1,069,224
1,187,048
2,480,382
2,480,382
2,529,643
2,855,342
1,831,382
1,831,382
1,767,999
1,975,695
1,412,373
1,412,373
1,283,981
1,425,796
1,149,198
1,149,198
984,823
1,091,652
2,427,715
2,235,873
2,324,936
2,720,935
1,822,715
1,630,873
1,613,480
1,897,769
1,424,201
1,232,367
1,152,233
1,372,813
1,168,555
976,721
861,102
1,047,064
2,346,822
2,185,677
2,355,422
2,686,312
1,739,369
1,578,214
1,639,911
1,857,303
1,334,051
1,172,905
1,170,064
1,321,815
1,070,497
909,343
869,474
985,032
2,407,574
2,407,574
2,526,431
2,875,494
1,741,426
1,741,426
1,738,610
1,959,643
1,285,937
1,285,937
1,208,542
1,353,521
982,024
982,024
860,638
962,455

It is observed from the Table 3.6 that pre-assembly Method 1 is most favorable in terms
of transportation and installation cost when there is no learning effect and fairly large
difference exist between Method 1 and other methods. Minimum cost is achieved for turbine
class with rated power output of 3.6 MW. In case of 95% learning rate, Method 1 and Method 4
become almost the same efficient in term of cost for turbine classes 2.0 and 2.3 MW, but as
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turbine’s rated power output is increased further, Method 1 becomes more favorable. Least cost
is incurred when pre-assembly method is used and turbines with rated power output of 3.6 MW
are deployed. As learning rate increases further to 90%, pre-assembly Method 4 becomes the
preferable to Method 1, for all turbine classes except 3.6 MW turbine class, for which, Method
1gives the least cost among all combinations of turbine class and pre-assembly method. If
learning rate is as high as 85%, pre-assembly Method 4 is the best possible method for all
turbine classes and transportation and installation is done in minimum cost when 5.0 MW
turbine class is deployed.
Figure 3.2 depicts the change in time requirement due to change in turbine’s rated
power output for different pre-assembly methods. Time requirements have been calculated for
four different learning rates to illustrate the effect of learning on total time requirement. This
test case considers an offshore wind farm of 300 MW rated capacity. For 90% learning rate,
the least cost is obtained when following pre-assembly Method 1 and using 84 units of turbines
each with rated power output of 3.6 MW.

Figure 3.2 - Transportation and installation cost for different turbine classes
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3.6.2 Effect of distance from port to farm site
Distance between service port and offshore farm site has a major effect on
transportation cost and choice of pre-assembly method. During the installation of turbines, the
purpose-built vessel picks up the turbine parts from this port. This distance can vary
significantly based on the location of the farm and nearby port capacities and characteristics. In
Table 3.7, effect of distance between port and farm site on cost is summarized. It is observed
that, when distance between port and farm site is small e.g. 50 kilometers, time requirements
for different pre-assembly methods differ less compared to that when the distance is large e.g.
250 kilometers. Also, difference in cost across turbine classes is less when the distance is small.
Table 3.7 - Effect of distance from port on transportation and installation cost
Turbine class
(No. of turbines)
2.0 MW
(150 turbines)

2.3 MW
(131 turbines)

3.0 MW
(100 turbines)

3.6 MW
(84 turbines)

5.0 MW
(60 turbines)

Distance
(Km)
50
100
200
250
50
100
200
250
50
100
200
250
50
100
200
250
50
100
200
250

Method 1
1,473,555
1,590,650
1,824,840
1,941,935
1,381,659
1,483,916
1,688,447
1,790,703
1,255,434
1,333,503
1,489,624
1,567,684
1,233,851
1,299,426
1,430,575
1,496,149
1,354,521
1,424,774
1,565,290
1,635,544

Annual transportation and installation cost ($)
Method 2
Method 3
Method 4
1,620,006
1,563,950
1,671,349
1,737,101
1,651,773
1,741,603
1,971,291
1,827,411
1,882,118
2,088,385
1,915,234
1,952,372
1,524,595
1,524,595
1,583,922
1,626,860
1,626,860
1,645,281
1,831,382
1,831,382
1,767,999
1,933,647
1,933,647
1,829,359
1,471,439
1,396,692
1,472,965
1,588,534
1,474,752
1,519,806
1,822,715
1,630,873
1,613,480
1,939,810
1,708,942
1,660,313
1,444,292
1,381,499
1,492,372
1,542,645
1,447,074
1,541,557
1,739,369
1,578,214
1,639,911
1,837,722
1,643,789
1,689,096
1,530,656
1,530,656
1,633,225
1,600,910
1,600,910
1,668,348
1,741,426
1,741,426
1,738,610
1,811,679
1,811,679
1,773,732
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Method 5
1,840,512
1,928,327
2,103,974
2,191,789
1,745,607
1,822,302
1,975,691
2,052,395
1,663,584
1,741,645
1,897,766
1,975,835
1,660,583
1,726,158
1,857,307
1,922,873
1,819,132
1,865,965
1,959,639
2,006,481

Figure 3.3 illustrates the effect of distance from port to farm site on cost for a constant
turbine class (3.6 MW) and various pre-assembly methods. As seen from the Figure 3.3,
transportation and installation cost increases with increasing distance between the port and farm
site. The rates of increase are not equal for different pre-assembly method, which is attributed
to the fact that area requirement for each turbine is not the same for all pre-assembly methods
and the vessel needs to make more trips as area requirement for each turbine increases. That is
why the effect of distance is minimal for Method 4, which requires least deck area and highest
for Method 2, for which, each turbine occupies the largest area on the vessel deck.

Figure 3.3 - Effect of distance from port to farm site for different pre-assembly method
The difference in cost for using different turbine classes while following a particular
pre-assembly method is less when distance between port and farm site is small compared to
when the distance is high as evident from Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 - Effect of distance to port on cost for different turbine class
In Figure 3.4, the line curves represent variation in transportation and installation cost
for five turbine classes following pre-assembly Method 1 with changing distance between port
and farm site. From figure 3.4, it is observed that, when distance between port and farm site is
small e.g. 50 kilometers, transportation and installation cost for different turbine classes do not
differ much compared to when the distance is large e.g. 250 kilometers.. And for this reason,
difference in transportation and installation cost following any pre-assembly method for any
turbine classes is more when distance between port and farm site is 250 kilometers compared to
that when distance is 50 kilometers.
3.6.3 Effect of available vessel deck area
Transportation and installation cost increases as the number of trips of the vessel
increases. Number of trips the vessel needs to make depends on vessel deck area availability
and area requirement for each turbine. Table 3.8 summarizes this effect of vessel deck area
capacity on transportation and installation cost.
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Table 3.8 - Effect of available deck area on time requirement
Turbine class
(No. of turbines)
2.0 MW
(150 turbines)

2.3 MW
(131 turbines)

3.0 MW
(100 turbines)

3.6 MW
(84 turbines)

5.0 MW
(60 turbines)

Deck capacity (m2)
1500
2000
2500
3000
1500
2000
2500
3000
1500
2000
2500
3000
1500
2000
2500
3000
1500
2000
2500
3000

Annual transportation and installation cost ($)
Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4
2,112,599 2,259,049 1,971,291 1,968,449
1,824,840 1,971,291 1,827,411 1,882,118
1,680,960 1,971,291 1,741,080 1,824,561
1,594,629 1,827,411 1,683,532 1,752,622
1,939,751 2,082,695 2,082,695 1,843,387
1,688,447 1,831,382 1,831,382 1,767,999
1,562,786 1,831,382 1,705,730 1,717,735
1,487,390 1,705,730 1,630,333 1,654,909
1,681,466 1,822,715 1,822,715 1,766,954
1,489,624 1,822,715 1,630,873 1,613,480
1,393,707 1,630,873 1,534,956 1,575,112
1,393,707 1,534,956 1,477,408 1,547,703
1,591,721 1,739,369 1,739,369 1,720,484
1,430,575 1,739,369 1,578,214 1,639,911
1,430,575 1,578,214 1,497,642 1,591,569
1,350,002 1,497,642 1,449,300 1,536,322
1,910,606 2,086,741 1,741,426 1,796,158
1,565,290 1,741,426 1,741,426 1,738,610
1,450,185 1,741,426 1,626,320 1,704,077
1,450,185 1,626,320 1,568,772 1,681,053

Method 5
2,247,853
2,103,974
2,017,643
1,960,094
2,101,352
1,975,691
1,900,303
1,850,039
2,089,608
1,897,766
1,801,849
1,744,301
2,018,452
1,857,307
1,776,725
1,728,383
2,074,744
1,959,639
1,959,639
1,902,091

Figure 3.5 depicts the change in transportation and installation cost for four different
vessel deck area capacities for a particular turbine class, e.g. 3.6 MW class. And it is evident
that, for a fixed turbine class, as the vessel deck area capacity increases, cost decreases for all
pre-assembly methods. This is due to the lower number of required trips the vessel has to make
when the vessel can carry more turbines in each of its voyage. For different pre-assembly
method, the effect of vessel deck area capacity is different, as can be seen from the figure. It is
due to the fact that, area requirement for each turbine is different for different pre-assembly
method.
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Figure 3.5 - Effect of vessel deck area on cost for different pre-assembly method
As the available deck area of the vessel increases, difference in transportation and
installation cost resulting from using different turbine class decreases, as it can be seen from
Figure 3.6. In this figure costs for deploying different classes of turbines following preassembly Method 1 is shown.

Figure 3.6 - Effect of vessel deck area on cost for different turbine class
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From Figure 3.6, it is evident that, following Method 1, 3.0 MW turbine class results in
minimum cost when available vessel area is 2500 m2, in other cases minimum cost in incurs if
3.6 MW turbine class is used.
3.6.4 Effect of initial lifting rate
During loading of turbine parts or sub-assemblies at port or during installation at farm
site, parts or sub-assemblies need to be lifted to required heights; which is done by installation
vessel crane. Lifting rate affects the installation time and has a great impact on total cost. Table
3.9 summarizes the effect of initial lifting rate on transportation and installation cost
Table 3.9 - Effect of initial lifting rate on transportation and installation cost
Turbine class
(No. of turbines)

2.0 MW
(150 turbines)

2.3 MW
(131 turbines)

3.0 MW
(100 turbines)

3.6 MW
(84 turbines)

5.0 MW
(60 turbines)

Initial rate of
lifting
(meter/hour)
20
40
60
80
20
40
60
80
20
40
60
80
20
40
60
80
20
40
60
80

Annual transportation and installation cost ($)
Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

Method 4

Method 5

2,103,451
1,824,840
1,731,966
1,685,530
1,961,292
1,688,447
1,597,496
1,552,020
1,761,786
1,489,624
1,398,909
1,353,543
1,717,600
1,430,575
1,334,894
1,287,058
1,916,465
1,565,290
1,448,229
1,389,702

2,334,943
1,971,291
1,850,073
1,789,464
2,187,523
1,831,382
1,712,668
1,653,316
2,177,954
1,822,715
1,704,305
1,645,096
2,114,007
1,739,369
1,614,484
1,552,045
2,199,798
1,741,426
1,588,635
1,512,235

2,191,064
1,827,411
1,706,193
1,645,585
2,187,523
1,831,382
1,712,668
1,653,316
1,986,112
1,630,873
1,512,463
1,453,262
1,952,861
1,578,214
1,453,338
1,390,900
2,199,798
1,741,426
1,588,635
1,512,235

2,329,244
1,882,118
1,733,071
1,658,551
2,205,885
1,767,999
1,622,038
1,549,052
2,050,253
1,613,480
1,467,889
1,395,090
2,100,551
1,639,911
1,486,370
1,409,591
2,302,190
1,738,610
1,550,747
1,456,811

2,633,333
2,103,974
1,927,518
1,839,290
2,494,116
1,975,691
1,802,886
1,716,487
2,414,875
1,897,766
1,725,399
1,639,219
2,402,659
1,857,307
1,675,514
1,584,622
2,626,884
1,959,639
1,737,227
1,626,025

In Figure 3.7, effect of initial lifting rate on annual T&I cost is shown.
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Figure 3.7 – Effect of initial lifting rates and pre-assembly methods on cost
From Figure 3.7, it is evident that for every pre-assembly method, cost decreases as the
lifting rate increases. Change in lifting rate has more impact on cost following a particular preassembly method, when the number of required lift for that particular method is higher, as
shown in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8 - Effect of lifting rate across turbine classes and pre-assembly methods
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In Figure 3.8, the two lower lines represent transportation and installation cost for 2
MW and 5 MW turbines following five pre-assembly methods when initial rate of lifting is 20
meter/hour. Whereas the upper lines represent time requirements the same when initial rate of
lifting is 80 meter/hour. For lower lifting rate, cost differs greatly across different pre-assembly
methods and turbine classes compared to when lifting rate is high.

3.7 Benefits of the model
This model developed here provides the cost estimation for offshore wind turbine
transportation and installation as a function of installation method and rated power output of
wind turbines. For a wind farm of fixed capacity, this model would be most helpful in selecting
the optimal turbine class and pre-assembly method for minimizing the cost of transportation
and installation. A number of other factors, for example, learning rates for lifting and assembly
operation, distance between port and farm site, vessel deck area and lifting rate of the vessel
crane have significant effects on transportation and installation cost. Through this model, these
effects can be visualized.
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4. OPPORTUNISTIC PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE COST
In this chapter, a maintenance cost model is developed for offshore wind turbines
following multilevel imperfect preventive opportunistic maintenance strategy. Decision
variable is the number of age groups formed by age thresholds. Optimal number of age groups
for components in minimization of total maintenance cost for the whole wind farm.
Maintenance cost is also impacted by the maximum and minimum age thresholds and
percentages of age reduction. Numerical example would be provided that would show that the
cost can be minimized by optimal number of age groups.

4.1 The problem
A case is considered where an offshore wind farm is consisted of N number of wind
turbines, where each turbine is consisted of M number of critical components. Failure of any
one of these components in a turbine causes the turbine to stop completely. Therefore it is
imperative that these components are kept running or the stoppage times are minimized by
corrective actions. Upon a turbine component failure, corrective replacement of the component
is done. Opportunistic preventive actions are also taken during this time on components that are
still running but are approaching to their failure. Degrees of preventive actions are chosen
according to the components’ ages. A running component with its age falling in an age group is
undergone a particular preventive maintenance action corresponding that age group. A
particular preventive action is characterized by the cost it incurs and percentage of component’s
age it reduces.
Following any component failure in a turbine group, maintenance cycle starts with the
corrective replacement of the failed component, the component’s age is set as zero and new
failure age is generated from its failure distribution. Other qualified running components are
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undergone preventive action according to the age groups they are in and their ages are reduced
according to the degree of preventive action associated with that age group. Failure ages are
also generated and updated accordingly. Once all the maintenance actions are done, the
maintenance cycle stops and the group of turbines keep running until the next component
failure.

4.2 Assumption and notation
Because of the complexity of maintenance system and due to the presence of many
variables, it is necessary to make some assumptions to better understand the system.
4.2.1 Assumptions
Following assumptions are made in formulating the model in this paper:
1. A particular component is of similar nature for all turbines, it has the same failure
distribution and parameters. Replacement and maintenance cost for a particular
component is the same irrespective of the turbine that contains that component.
2. Failure distributions of a component follows Weibull distribution with scale
parameter  and shape parameter  . Cumulative density function for failure of
component at a given time t is given by F (t )  1  e t /   .


3. Maintenance times are negligible compared to the lifetime of components. The
corrective and preventive maintenance actions are assumed to be instantaneous.
4. Age thresholds for components are set so that the interval between two extreme
thresholds is divided into age groups of equal lengths.
5. Degree of preventive maintenance action assigned to age groups in such a way that
the difference in percentage reduction of age between two adjacent age groups
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remains the same. Higher age of a component initiate higher degree of maintenance
action.
6. Maximum and minimum age thresholds and age reduction percentages as a result of
preventive maintenance action are fixed.
4.2.2 Notation
The following notations are used in this paper:
(a) Indices:
j

Index for maintenance cycle number

k

Index for component

m

Index for turbine

d

Index for degree of maintenance action

(b) System parameters:

k

Scale parameter for component k

k

Shape parameter for component k

C fixed

Fixed cost for sending a maintenance team to the wind farm ($k)

C mA

Fixed cost for accessing turbine m ($k)

C kC,m

Cost of failure replacement of component k in turbine m ($k)

C kPR,m

Cost of preventive replacement of component k in turbine m ($k)

C kd,m

Cost of preventive repair of degree d ($k)

(c) Intermediate variable:

I kd,m

Binary variable 1 or 0
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Im

Binary variable 1 or 0

I kPR,m

Binary variable 1 or 0

I kF,m

Binary variable 1 or 0

tj

Time of j th failure/ starting time of j th maintenance cycle (days)

TkL,m, j

Mean time to failure of component k in turbine m generated from
sampling failure distribution after j th failure (days)

Ak ,m, j

Age of component k in turbine m after j th failure (days)

AkF,m, j

Failure age of component k in turbine m after j th failure (days)

TkC,m, j

Cumulative time of component k in turbine m after j th failure (days)

(d) Decision variable:
R

Number of age groups between two extreme thresholds

pd

Age threshold as a percentage of failure age of d th age group

xd

Percentage of age reduction due to maintenance action associated with
d th age group

4.3 The preventive maintenance model
In this section a mathematical model for maintenance cost for offshore wind farm
following multilevel opportunistic preventive maintenance strategy is developed. Maintenance
is done only when there is a failure in the wind farm, and this failure initiate a maintenance
cycle where preventive maintenance (replacement/repairmen) is done on running components
along with corrective maintenance on the failed component. When all the qualified components
are undergone maintenance, maintenance cycle ends and no maintenance is done until the next
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failure. The model is formulated to determine cost for a single maintenance cycle, and then
from the sum of cost for several maintenance cycles, cost per day is calculated.
4.3.1 Calculation of cost in a maintenance cycle
Maintenance activities are initiated by any component failure in the wind farm.
Consider j th maintenance cycle is initiated by failure of component k in turbine m . A
maintenance team is sent to replace the failed component. Cost of corrective maintenance, TC C
therefore is the sum of fixed cost of sending the team and cost of replacement of component k .
TC C  C fixed  C kC,m I kF,m

(4.1)

where C fixed is fixed cost for sending a maintenance team, CkC,m is the replacement cost of
component k in turbine m and I kF,m is the binary variable indicating whether or not component

k in turbine m fails, which can have values 0 or 1. I kF,m  1 indicates component k in turbine

m is qualified for d degree preventive action, whereas I kF,m  0 suggests otherwise. After the
corrective maintenance of the failed component, preventive actions are taken on qualified
components in the failed turbine as well as components on the other running turbines.
For running components, two extreme age thresholds are set as percentages of their
failure ages (mean time to failure). Components reaching the maximum age threshold are
replaced preventively to avoid failure; whereas components with ages below the minimum age
threshold are left as they are without maintenance. Cost of preventive replacement TC PR is
given by the following:
TC PR 

N

M

 

m 1 k 1
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PR
C kPR
,m I k ,m

(4.2)

where CkPR,m is the cost of preventive replacement and I kPR,m is the binary variable indicating
whether or not component k in turbine m is qualified for preventive replacement.
The interval between these two thresholds is divided into R number of groups. For
each age group, corresponding degree of preventive repair (percentage reduction in age) is
assigned. A component falling into a particular age group is undergone a degree of preventive
repair characteristic of that group. If the age of component k in turbine m is such that it falls
into d th group, preventive repair of degree d is done which reduces the age of the component
by x d percent.

Cost associated with preventive actions, TC P is therefore given by the

following:
TC P 

N

M

R

  

m 1 k 1 d 1

C kd,m I kd,m

(4.3)

where Ckd,m is the cost of preventive action of d degree on component k in turbine m , R is the
number of age groups for preventive repair, I kd,m is the variable indicates whether component

k in turbine m is qualified for d degree preventive action.
Cost of a particular degree of preventive action is a function of the age reduction
percentage associated with that action. Preventive maintenance of degree d reduces the age of
a component by x d percent. Cost of d degree preventive action is a function of percentage
reduction in age of the component and given by the following:

CPkd,m  xdb CkPR,m
where CkPR,m is the cost of preventive replacement of component k and b is a coefficient.
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(4.4)

Besides the cost of corrective and preventive actions, the other cost incurring factor is
access to the turbines which contain components requiring either corrective or preventive or
both maintenance actions. Cost of access to turbines, TC A is given by the following:

TC A 

N



m 1

C mA I m

(4.5)

where CmA is the access cost to a turbine m and I m is the indicator variable to indicate whether
or not the team has to access turbine m . Access to the turbine is required if either a component
is failed in that turbine or a component reaches the age threshold for preventive maintenance
action. So, total cost of maintenance in j th cycle TC j is obtained from equations (4.1), (4.2),
(4.3) and (4.5) and is given by the following:
TC j  C fixed 

N



m 1

C mA I m  C kC,m I kF,m 

N

M

 

m 1 k 1

PR
C kPR
,m I k ,m 

N

M

R

  

m 1 k 1 d 1

d
x db C kPR
,m I k ,m

(4.6)

From equation (4.6), daily cost of maintenance can be obtained by summing costs of
maintenance from q th failure (start of q th maintenance cycle) to r th failure (start of r th
maintenance cycle), where r  q , and dividing the total cost by the time interval between these
two failures. Hence, daily cost of maintenance DMC can be obtained from the following
equation:
N
N M
N M R
A
C
F
PR PR
b PR d 
 C
fixed   C m I m  C k , m I k , m    C k , m I k , m     x d C k , m I k , m 
j q 
m 1
m 1 k 1
m 1 k 1 d 1

DMC 
tr  tq
r



(4.7)

where t q and t r are the times of q th and r th failure respectively. So, annual maintenance cost

AMC can be obtained as following:
N
N M
N M R
A
C
F
PR PR
b PR d 
 C
fixed   C m I m  C k , m I k , m    C k , m I k , m     x d C k , m I k , m 
j q 
m 1
m 1 k 1
m 1 k 1 d 1

AMC 
 365
tr  tq
r
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(4.8)

4.3.2 Age groups and degrees of age reduction
For the components which are found running at the start of maintenance cycle,
preventive maintenance decisions are taken based on their ages and predetermined age
thresholds. For setting a multi-level opportunistic preventive maintenance strategy, the
maximum and minimum limits of age thresholds (as a percentage of failure age) and of the age
reduction percentages are needed to be set. The maximum age threshold is set as a percentage
of the components’ failure ages, and components reaching this age threshold are replaced
preventively to avoid failure. The minimum age threshold is fixed up for the components
having relatively smaller ages. Components having ages below this age threshold are left as
they are without any preventive action.
The entire age spectrum between the maximum and minimum age thresholds of
components is divided into R number of groups, so there is in total ( R  1) number of age
thresholds including the two extreme ones. Components with ages falling between the two
extreme thresholds are undergone various degree of preventive maintenance actions without
replacement. If p1 and p R 1 are the minimum and maximum age thresholds (percentages of
failure ages) respectively, then in any maintenance cycle component k in turbine m would
undergo imperfect preventive maintenance action of d degree if the component’s age satisfies
the following condition:
p  p1

d   Ak ,m  AkF,m   p R1  p R1  p1 d  1
AkF,m   p R 1  R 1
R
R





(4.9)

where d  1,2,3,..., R and AkF,m is the failure age of component k in turbine m . The percentage
reduction in age due to d degree of preventive is given by the following:
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xd  x R 

xR  x1
d , d  1,2,3,..., R
R

(4.10)

where, x d is the percentage reduction of age due to degree maintenance action, x1 and x R are
the minimum and maximum age reduction percentages.
Components reaching higher age thresholds are subjected to higher degree of
maintenance action. Cost of maintenance is also higher for such action but it leads to longer
operational time without failure. The objective is to determine the optimal number of age
groups to keep the maintenance cost minimum.
4.3.3 Age update of components
A Maintenance cycle is initiated by a component failure in the wind farm. Failed
component is replaced and qualified components are preventively replaced or repaired. After
corrective and preventive maintenance actions are done on components, their ages are updated
according to the performed actions on them. It is assumed that all the components follow
Weibull distribution for failure and that maintenance activity is done instantaneously.
Keeping track of cumulative times of components is a better way to compare the ages of
components in successive maintenance cycles. Cumulative time ( TkC,m ) is calculated from the
sum of all the failure times for that component. At the beginning of the operation of the wind
farm, all the components are new and their ages ( Ak ,m ) are 0. From sampling their distributions,
their lifetimes ( TkL,m ) are generated. Their mean times to failure or failure ages ( AkF,m ) are equal
to their generated lifetimes before the first component failure. Cumulative times are set as equal
to the failure times, as shown in the following:
TkC,m,0  TkL,m,0  AkF,m,0
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(4.11)

(a) Age of the failed component:
The j th maintenance cycle begins after the first component failure, at time t j , which is
equal to the minimum of the cumulative times of the components calculated in the previous
maintenance cycle, as shown in the following:



t j  min TkC,m, j 1



(4.12)

The failed component is replaced and its age is set as 0, Ak ,m, j  0 . New mean time to
failure ( TkL,m, j ) is generated for this component, failure age ( AkF,m, j ) is set as equal to the
generated lifetime. For failed component, failure age after maintenance action is given by the
following:
AkF,m, j  TkL,m, j

(4.13)

For the failed component, cumulative age is updated as following:
TkC,m, j  t j  TkL,m, j

(4.14)

During the replacement of the failed component, the ages of the other running
components are checked against the predetermined age thresholds. At the time of any failure,
ages of the running components are given by the following:
Ak ,m, j  Ak ,m, j 1  t j  t j 1

(4.15)

The ages of the components are checked against the age thresholds that had been
updated in the previous maintenance cycle. Several cases are possible in this situation as
described in the next section.
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(b) Ages of the running component greater than the maximum age threshold:
The first age threshold is set such that components reaching the threshold are replaced.
At the failure of a component, if the age obtained from equation (4.15) of the running
component is such that, Ak ,m, j  p R 1  FAk ,m, j 1 , preventive replacement of the component is
done. So, at the end of the cycle, its age is set as 0, that is Ak ,m, j  0 . New lifetime ( TkL,m, j ) is
generated for this component, failure age ( AkF,m, j ) are equal to generated lifetime, and
cumulative time is set as given by the equation (4.12), that is TkC,m, j  t j  TkL,m, j .
(c) Ages of the components falling between maximum and minimum age thresholds:
For the components with ages less than the maximum age threshold but greater than the
minimum age threshold, its age is checked to determine within which age group it falls. For
component k in turbine m falling within age limit AkF,m, j 1  p d 1  Ak ,m, j  AkF,m, j 1  p d , where

p  p1 

d  and d  1,2,3,..., R , preventive action of degree d is taken which
p d   p R 1  R 1
R


reduces the age of that component by x d percent. At the end of j th maintenance cycle, age of
the repaired component is given by the following:
Ak ,m, j  Ak ,m, j 1  t j  t j 1 1  xd 

(4.16)

where t j 1 is the starting time of the j th maintenance cycle. Failure ages of the components are
updated as following:
AkF,m, j  AkF,m, j 1 1  xd   xd TkL,m, j

(4.17)

Cumulative ages of the components are updated as following:









TkC,m, j  t j 1  AkF,m, j 1  Ak ,m, j 1 1  xd   t j  TkL,m, j xd
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(4.18)

(d) Age of the running component less than the minimum age threshold:
For components with age limit Ak ,m, j  AkF,m, j 1  p1 , no maintenance action is done; they
are left as they are found. Age of the component after maintenance cycle is given by the
following:
Ak ,m, j  Ak ,m, j 1  t j  t j 1

(4.19)

Failure ages of the components remain as they were at the previous maintenance cycle,
as shown in the following equation:
AkF,m, j  AkF,m, j 1

(4.20)

Cumulative ages of the components are updated as following:
TkC,m, j  t j  AkF,m, j  Ak ,m, j

(4.21)

4.4 Solution procedure
In this section, an algorithm following exhaustive search method for solving the
maintenance cost model for optimum solution of number of age groups and percentage of age
reduction corresponding to each group.
4.4.1 Algorithm B: Solution procedure for multi level maintenance cost model
Step 1: Initialize Weibull distribution parameters for components  k ,  k ; cost parameters
A
C fixed , C kC,m , C kPR
, m , C m , b , maximum and minimum values of age threshold and

percentage of age reduction , p R1 , p1 and x R , x1 , and procedure termination
conditions j max , Rmax .
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Step 2: Construct the set of possible values for age thresholds as percentages of failure age
following equations (4.9) and (4.10). p  pd , d  1,2,3,..., Rand percentage of age
reduction due to maintenance, x  xd , d  1,2,3,..., R.
Step 2: Generate mean time to failure of each components TkL,m , update failure ages
AkF,m , ages Ak ,m and cumulative times TkC,m of each component following equation

(4.11).
Step 3: Identify the time of j th failure (starting time of j th maintenance cycle),





t j  min TkC,m, j 1 , where j  1,2,..., j max . Replace the failed component and update

its age as zero. Generate new mean time to failure, update failure age and
cumulative time following equations (4.13) and (4.14). Update binary variable
I m  1 and I kF,m  1 .

Step 4: At time t j , check the ages of running components against age thresholds.
For m  1,2,3,..., N
For k  1,2,3,..., M
For d  1,2,3,..., R
(a) Preventively replace components with age Ak ,m, j  p R1  AkF,m, j 1 , update
its age as zero, generate new lifetime, update failure age and cumulative
time following equations (4.13) and (4.14). Update binary variable I m  1
and I kPR,m  1 .
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(b) Components, with ages AkF,m, j 1  pd  Ak ,m, j  AkF,m, j 1  pd 1 , preventively
maintain with d degree of age reduction. Update ages, failure ages and
cumulative times following equations (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18). Update
binary variable I m  1 and I kd,m  1 .
(c) Leave the components without any maintenance action of which ages fall
within the limit Ak ,m, j  AkF,m, j 1  p1 . Update ages, failure ages and
cumulative times following equations (4.19), (4.20) and (4.21).
Step 5: Calculate total cost of maintenance cycle j using equation (4.6).
Step 6: Update j  j  1 and repeat steps (3)-(5) until j  j max .
Step 7: Calculate annual cost of maintenance using equation (4.8).
Step 8: Update R  R  1 and repeat steps (2)-(8) until R  Rmax .
Step 8: Find AMC *  MinimumAMC , identify optimum R and sets of p and x
corresponding to AMC * .
Step 9: Stop

4.5 Computational results
In this section, the model formulated above is illustrated with a numerical case study.
For an offshore wind farm of fixed number of turbines and each turbine with fixed number of
critical components, the model provides optimum number of age threshold and degree of age
reduction percentage associated with each age threshold. The numerical study shows the
selection of the decision variable for a sample case.
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An offshore wind farm is considered where 50 turbines are running each with 4 critical
components. Failure of any component in a turbine causes the turbine to stop. Table 4.1
summarizes the properties of the components and cost parameters [Hau (2006)].
Table 4.1 - Turbine components and their properties
Component

Shape
parameter
 (days)

Scale
parameter
 (days)

Failure
Replacement
cost, CkC, m
($ k)

Cost of
preventive
replacement,

CkPR,m

Fixed cost of
a maintenance
cycle, C fixed
($ k)

Turbine
access
cost, C mA
($k)

($ k)
Rotor

3

3,000

112

28

Bearing

2

3,750

60

15

Gearbox

3

2,400

152

38

Generator

2

3,300

100

25

50

10

The maximum age threshold is set at 95 percent of the failure age of the components,

p R 1  95 and the minimum of age threshold is fixed at 50 percent of the failure age, p1  50 .
The maximum degree of age reduction is fixed at 50 percent of the age of the component and
the minimum is fixed at 15 percent of the age of the component. Between the two thresholds,
i.e. 95 and 50 percent of failure age, the interval is divided into age groups of equal time
lengths. Also, age reduction percentage is assigned to these groups according to the age, i.e.
higher age reduction percentage to higher age group and so on. Value for the cost coefficient b
is set as 2.
Maintenance cycle is initiated by a component failure. At that time if a component
reaches 95 percent of its failure age it is replaced preventively. If a component belongs to the
first age group below the maximum threshold, its age is reduced by 50 percent by preventive
action.
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In Table 4.2, annual cost of maintenance calculated for a wind farm of 50 turbines
following different number of age group policies is shown. In calculating the costs, total cost of
maintenance for 10 maintenance cycles is considered. Cost is shown for three different runs
using the same parameters and component failure distribution.
Table 4.2 - Annual cost of maintenance for different number of age groups

4

Annual cost of maintenance ($ )
Run 2
Run 3
Run 1
929,558
909,457
874,589

5

813,822

826,884

891,595

6

767,118

782,833

797,825

7

828,833

821,392

873,543

8

846,249

826,119

881,162

9

797,971

789,839

849,334

10

821,063

823,294

871,739

Number of age groups

In Figure 4.1, change in annual cost of maintenance with the change in number of age
group is shown. Plots for three different runs using the same failure distribution data for
components are shown. For all three runs, maintenance policy consisting of six age groups for
components results in minimum cost of maintenance. The problem is of mixed integer non
linear in nature; for that reason convexity is not obtained.
It is noted earlier that many age groups set for preventive repair result in smaller
interval, and consequently the number of components falling in an age group is lower for which
case most of the components are preventively repaired to such degrees that their ages are
reduced by certain percentages. Many of these components qualify for preventive maintenance
again for the next maintenance cycle. Such recurring preventive maintenance of the same
components increases cost. On the other hand, in a maintenance policy where a few age groups
are created, each group encompasses a large interval and many components fall within an age
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group. So, many components undergo higher degree of preventive repair although their ages
are not so high. This finding is reflected in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 - Effect of number of age groups on annual maintenance cost
From the Figure 4.1, it is seen that as the number of age group increases, annual
maintenance cost first decreases and reaches the minimum, and then increases again. The
minimum cost is incurred when six age group system is used for preventive maintenance. Due
to nature of the problem, a local minimum is seen when nine age groups system is used. In case
of six age group system, the interval between two extreme thresholds is divided into four age
groups. One of the other two groups is formed for components with ages above maximum age
threshold and the other for components with ages below minimum age threshold. So, between
the maximum age threshold at 95 percent of the failure age and minimum age threshold at 50
percent of failure age, three more age thresholds are required.
Table 4.3 shows all the age thresholds for six age group system. Associated degrees of
age reduction due to maintenance action are also shown in the table.
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Table 4.3- Age groups and preventing actions resulting in the minimum cost
Age group

Age (percentage of failure age, FA )

Percentage reduction in age

1

 95

Replacement

2

83.75  95

50

3

72.5  83.75

38.3

4

61.25  72.5

26.7

5

50  61.25

15

6

 50

No maintenance

4.6 Sensitivity analysis
In this section effect of two parameters on maintenance cost is studied. These are the
maximum and minimum age thresholds of components. In the following section variation in
maintenance cost due to changes in these thresholds is discussed.
4.6.1 Effect of maximum age threshold
Maximum age threshold represents that percentage of failure age for a component,
reaching which the component is undergone preventive replacement. Setting of the maximum
age threshold significantly affects the maintenance cost, as shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 - Effect of maximum age threshold on cost for various number of age groups
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In Figure 4.2, effect of change in maximum age threshold on annual maintenance cost
for various numbers of age groups is shown. From the figure, it is seen that maintenance cost
increases as the maximum age threshold is decreased and all other parameters are remain fixed.
This is because more components need to be preventively replaced if maximum age threshold
is set at a lower percentage of the failure age. In Figure 4.3, effect of maximum age threshold
on cost is shown for a fixed number of age groups.

Figure 4.3- Effect of maximum age threshold on maintenance cost
It is observed that, while all the other parameters remain unchanged, maintenance cost
decreases with increasing maximum age threshold when number of age group is fixed.
4.6.2 Effect of minimum age threshold
Components with ages below minimum age threshold are left without any preventive
action. This age threshold is presented as a percentage of failure age. Setting of this threshold
has significant effect on maintenance cost. In Figure 4.4, for various number of age group
settings, variation in maintenance cost for three different minimum age threshold is shown.
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Figure 4.4 - Effect of minimum age threshold on cost for various number of age groups
From the figure it is evident that annual maintenance cost increases with decreasing
minimum age threshold irrespective of the number of age group. This is because more
components are qualified for preventive maintenance when minimum age threshold is low.
Minimum cost is incurred when there are six age groups for all three different minimum age
thresholds.

4.7 Benefit of the model
The model provides the cost of maintenance of an offshore wind farm following multi
level opportunistic preventive maintenance strategy. Whenever a component fails,
opportunistic preventive action is taken which results in reduced number of corrective
maintenance and thus reduced cost. Components are undergone various level of preventive
action according to their ages, which enables to perform customized maintenance action
according to the requirement. The model helps in choosing optimal number of age groups for
components to minimize overall maintenance cost.
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5. CONCLUSION
Two aspects of offshore wind generation system, e.g., transportation and installation of
turbines and maintenance of turbine components contribute a great part to the cost of energy.
Very few studies have been conducted to investigate the cost structure of these two aspects and
prospect for minimizing the cost of energy through minimization of transportation and
installation, and maintenance costs. A detailed analysis of these two aspects has been presented
in this study and opportunity for cost minimization has been investigated.

5.1 Summary of the research
This research presented two cost models for offshore wind energy generation system,
the first one dealt with the transportation and installation of offshore wind turbines. In this
model cost was expressed as a function of wind turbine class and method of installation of
turbines. Cost of transportation and installation increases linearly with the increase in time
requirement to complete the operations. Detailed analysis of the operations involved in
transportation and installation, e.g., time to perform these operations and relationship among
wind farm variables is performed. The model identified relationships among wind farm
properties and various operation time requirements and expressed the annual cost of
transportation and installation of turbines as a function of wind turbine class and method of
installation of turbines. From this model, for a wind farm with constant farm capacity, optimum
decision regarding the installation method and turbine class can be made to minimize the cost
of transportation and installation. From the numerical study, for the given data set, preassembly method 1 and turbine class of 3.6 MW result in minimum cost of transportation and
installation ($1,430,575 per year). In general, under the given circumstances, pre-assembly
Method 4 results in lower T&I cost compared to Methods 2, 3 and 5. For higher learning rates
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(85%), Method 4 results in lower cost compared to Method 1. Learning rate also affects the
selection of turbine class. Deploying turbines with rated power output 3.6 MW results in least
T&I cost when learning rate is low (95%-90%), but for higher learning rate (85%) turbine class
of 3.0 MW and pre-assembly Method 4 result in minimum cost ($861,102).
The second model developed in this study focused on the cost of maintenance of
offshore wind turbines following an opportunistic preventive maintenance strategy. In this
strategy, during failure of any component, while performing corrective replacement of the
failed component, opportunity arises for performing preventive maintenance on running
components. This opportunistic preventive maintenance can lead to significant reduction in
total maintenance cost of the whole wind farm. In the model, it is assumed that maintenance is
done instantaneously and is initiated only when there is a component failure in any of the
turbine. A component failure triggers the start of a maintenance cycle; in which failed
components is replaced and running components undergone various degree of preventive
maintenance depending on their ages. Various age groups are formed, degree of age reduction
of components due to preventive maintenance and cost of preventive actions depend on in
which age group the components are falling at the beginning of a maintenance cycle. A
maintenance cycle ends when the failed component is replaced and all the running components
qualified for preventive action are maintained. At the end of maintenance cycle, all the turbines
start running and continue to do so until the next failure. Total cost of maintenance is obtained
from the sum of costs of corrective action, turbine access and preventive actions. Using this
model, minimization of maintenance cost is possible through optimal selection of age groups
for components. For the given data as seen in the numerical analysis, the six age group
classification system was found to be resulting in least maintenance cost. It was found that
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choice of maximum and minimum age thresholds affect maintenance cost. These age
thresholds are expressed as percentages of failure ages (mean times to failure) of components.
Cost decreases as maximum age threshold is set at higher percentage of failure age. For
minimum age threshold, maintenance cost first decreases as this age threshold is set at
increasing percentages of failure age, cost reaches a minimum and then starts to increase with
increasing minimum age threshold. For the given set of data, minimum cost ($767,118 per
year) was obtained when minimum age threshold was set at 55% of failure age and maximum
age was set at 95% percent of failure age and six-age group policy was followed for preventive
maintenance of a wind farm consisting of 50 turbines.

5.2 General conclusion
In this research, two significant aspects of offshore wind energy systems, e.g.,
transportation and installation, and maintenance of wind turbines have been investigated.
Offshore wind turbines are the most critical elements of a wind farm; transportation and
installation of them involve a lengthy period of time. Transportation and installation cost of
turbines depends on the time to complete these operations. Rated power output of each turbine
(turbine class) and pre-assembly method of turbines are the variables that control the time
requirement for turbine transportation and installation. For a wind farm with fixed capacity,
transportation and installation time and cost are controlled by rated power output of turbine and
pre-assembly method; but the variables impacts the time requirement for transportation and
installation in different ways. Higher rated power of turbine result in overall number of turbines
in the farm, but each turbine requires more deck area to transport and more time to install. On
the other hand, higher degree of pre-assembly results in less time to install each turbine but
requires more deck area during transportation. In order to minimize the transportation and
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installation cost, both variables (i.e., turbine class and pre-assembly method) need to be chosen
in such a way so that that optimal tradeoff is made and the sum of transportation and
installation time remains the minimum. Several parameters affect the transportation and cost
method determines, among which learning rate of lifting and assembly operations is the most
significant. Higher learning rate results in lower time and cost of transportation and installation.
Cost also decreases with increasing initial lifting rate and with increasing vessel capacity. The
distance between port and offshore farm site also affects cost; with increasing distance,
transportation and installation cost increases.
Unlike transportation and installation cost, maintenance cost incurs throughout the
lifetime of a wind farm. A wind turbine is consisted of a few critical components, failure of any
of these leads to the failure of the turbine and high cost of corrective replacement. To keep the
number of component failure at minimum a multi-level opportunistic preventive maintenance
strategy was followed in this study. Cost of maintenance depends on the number of age groups
for running components and degree of preventive maintenance associated with each group. As
the number of age group is increased, cost of maintenance decreases at first and reaches to the
global minimum and then increases again. Local minimum points can be found due to the
mixed integer nature of the problem. Maintenance policy with large number of age groups
results in smaller age groups each with its corresponding percentage of age reduction property.
In such a policy, many components are preventively repaired to smaller degrees and as a result
they also qualify for maintenance for next maintenance cycle. Hence, maintenance cost
increases. If fewer numbers of age groups is set up then many components fall within each age
group and are undergone degrees of maintenance which result in higher cost. By employing a
maintenance policy with optimum number of age groups, a tradeoff is made and the cost
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remains the minimum. The maximum and minimum age thresholds for components affect cost
of maintenance to a great extent. The thresholds are set as percentages of components’ failure
age. Higher failure age percentage for maximum age threshold result in lower maintenance cost
irrespective of the number of age groups. In case of the minimum age threshold, maintenance
cost decreases as the failure age percentage for minimum age threshold is increased across all
number of age groups. For a particular number of age group policy and for fixed maximum age
threshold, as the minimum age threshold is increased, cost of maintenance first decreases and
reaches the minimum cost and then increases.
Cost of energy generated from offshore wind is significantly affected by transportation,
installation and maintenance costs of wind turbines to a great extent. Lowering these costs
would make offshore wind energy cheaper compared to the present scenario. In this research,
the methods for minimizing the costs of transportation, installation and maintenance are
studied; energy can be generated from offshore wind in a more cost efficient way by applying
these methods.

5.3 Significance of the study
Offshore wind energy is one of the fastest growing sustainable energy sectors. Cost of
energy generated from offshore wind is still higher compared to other sources; but due to
increasing demand for energy throughout the world and abundance of offshore wind potential,
all the aspects of offshore wind farms should be undergone detailed analysis to identify
opportunity for cost reduction in an effort to make offshore wind a cheaper alternative energy
source. In this research two aspects of offshore wind farms had been studied, e.g.,
transportation and installation, and maintenance. This study expands previous research works
in T&I of offshore wind turbines by introducing turbine class and installation method as
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controlling variables and considering effect of learning. And it was found that transportation
and installation cost can be minimized through optimal selection of installation method and
turbine class. The second model extends existing research work by introducing multi-level
opportunistic preventive strategy and compared costs resulting from different age classification
systems. It is observed that through optimal number of age groups for turbine components, cost
of maintenance can be minimized. For a wind farm with 300 MW capacity and learning rate of
95%, deploying 2.0 MW turbines following pre-assembly method 5 result in annual T&I cost
of $2,103,972, whereas deploying 3.6 MW turbines following Method 1 result in $1,430,575.
Thus, selection of Method 1 and turbine class 3.6 MW instead of Method 5 and turbine class of
2.0 MW can lead to 32% of cost reduction. For a wind farm of fifty turbines, maintenance cost
can be as high as $1,000,000 per year. By choosing optimal maintenance policy significant cost
reduction is possible. For example, employing a four age group policy, annual cost of
maintenance of a wind farm of fifty turbines is found as $874,589, whereas employing a six age
group policy the resulting cost is $767,118, which is 12% lower than the former.
The present study would help in better understanding the cost structures of
transportation and installation, and maintenance of offshore wind turbines. The relationship
identified among cost and various decision variables and optimum selection of them to
minimize cost of transportation, installation and maintenance would act as a large step forward
towards further reduction in cost of energy generated from offshore wind. Also, the first model
formulated here can be applied in development and minimization of installation operations
costs of any other facilities where time to complete operations is as much significant as in the
case of offshore wind farms. The second model is applicable in any multiple component system
where every component must be running to make the whole system work.
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5.4 Limitations of the study
There are some limitations in the models developed in this study, for example, in the
first model several parameters associated with wind farm and vessel were assumed to be fixed,
which may not be the case in reality. Effect of weather, which can impact the time for
transportation and installation, was not included in this study. Also, scarcity of installation
vessel, which may affect the duration and cost of installation was not considered here.
The second model is also bounded by some limitations, for example, maintenance
actions were considered as instantaneous. Although maintenance time is negligible compared to
the lifetime of component, for a wind farm with large number of wind turbines, the down time
cost due to maintenance may be considerably high. Another limitation of this study is, for all
the components the same percentages of failure ages were used to determine the age thresholds
and age groups. Although failure distributions of components are different from each other,
different percentages for different components would be more realistic. Besides, effect of
weather on maintenance cost was not considered.

5.5 Future works
The present research can be extended in future studies to develop models which would
be more detailed and more resemble the realistic nature of offshore wind farm installation and
maintenance. Few of such extensions are outlined here:
1. Weather can have a significant effect on time of transportation and installation, and
maintenance of turbines. Transportation and installation operations can be delayed due
to inclement weather. Upon failure of a component, maintenance action may not be
initiated before another component fails. Both of these incidents would increase the
costs. Effect of weather was not considered in any of the two model developed here. In
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the first model delay in installation due to weather can be incorporated in a probabilistic
way. In the second model also, effect of weather on delaying maintenance can be
introduced.
2. Time to perform maintenance and resulting down time of turbines may cause significant
amount of cost. In the maintenance cost model developed here, maintenance action was
considered as instantaneous and no down time was considered. In future studies,
maintenance time and down time cost can be introduced and a priority rule for which
component to be maintained first can be set up.
3. Forming age groups using the same percentages of failure ages for all components can
lead to maintenance of components too early or too late, which would lead to increased
costs. In future studies different age groups can be formed for distinct components
based upon the component failure distribution data.
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